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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B1)



Activity group(s): 7 Number of exercises: 869



Vacation Plans (17 activity (ies) 01:49:27) Keywords [16 word(s)] apartment available bathroom bedroom to check (v.) convenient dining room equipped kitchen living room location near to rent (v.) terrace view villa



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



An ad ended up in your mailbox, offering promotions on rented villas by the seashore for this summer. You decide to call and find out more about them. 2 3 2



Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Do you still have villas available for this summer? Could you give me some information on your villas?



2



What do you need exactly? Something big enough for a family of seven. A nice summer villa! A villa by the sea, for August.
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3 3 4
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3



For which month? For July. The last two weeks in June. Would the first week of August be possible?



4



6 7 7



There's a terrace.



And it's also near the shops. I'll check for you.



7 7 7



The villa has a large living room with a dining space and a small kitchen. Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? What about the bedrooms?



8



5 5 5



And you're closer to the tennis courts and children's playgrounds. That's fine, then! What are the rooms like? Yes, and how big is the villa?



7



Let me see. No, it's only for two weeks at a time.



We have three small villas and a big one left. But the big one is ten minutes' walk from the sea. That doesn't matter. Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Well, if that's all you have.



6



I guess so.



For how long? Two weeks. Three weeks if possible. Just one week.



5



4 5 5



I think it is.



8 9 10



Yes, the kitchen is separate, but it has a little window which opens onto the dining room. So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? How many bedrooms are there?
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No!



10 9 10
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9



Yes, it's brand new with fitted units. All the villa kitchens are very convenient. You have everything you need. Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher?



10



Yes, there is one.



14 14 12



Yes.



14 14 14



There are seven beds altogether, but you also have the sofa bed in the living room. Yes, that seems all right. That sounds big enough. How many beds do the small villas have?



14



11 11 13



You normally have to bring your own linen, but it can be supplied, if necessary. Can you also provide towels? Yes, that's much handier! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases!



13



Yes.



One bedroom has a double bed, another has three single beds, and the small bedroom has a bunk bed. Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Yes, that makes seven. Do we have to bring our own sheets?



12



10 10 10



The larger villa has three bedrooms. One has a double bed, I suppose. What are they like? How many beds are there altogether?



11



Yes, even a microwave oven. No, there isn't. Yes, it does.



It is definitely enough for seven people. Only five.



14 14 14



You also have cupboards and chests. It's simple but very practical furniture. That's what we need for our vacation! Is there also a washing machine? What about the bathroom?
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I bet! 15 There's a nice big one.
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15



No, there is no washing machine, but there's a laundromat not too far. There's no dryer either? Can you keep the villa for us? This is quick, but we'll take the villa!



No, there isn't. Yes, I'll do that. All right!



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] apartment available bathroom bedroom to check convenient dining room equipped kitchen living room location near to rent terrace view villa



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Do you still have villas available for this summer? Could you give me some information on your villas? Something big enough for a family of seven. A nice summer villa! A villa by the sea, for August. For July. The last two weeks in June. Would the first week of August be possible? Two weeks. Three weeks if possible. Just one week. That doesn't matter. Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Well, if that's all you have. That's fine, then! What are the rooms like? Yes, and how big is the villa? Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? What about the bedrooms? So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? How many bedrooms are there? Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher?
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One has a double bed, I suppose. What are they like? How many beds are there altogether? Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Yes, that makes seven. Do we have to bring our own sheets? Can you also provide towels? Yes, that's much handier! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases! Yes, that seems all right. That sounds big enough. How many beds do the small villas have? That's what we need for our vacation! Is there also a washing machine? What about the bathroom? There's no dryer either? Can you keep the villa for us? This is quick, but we'll take the villa!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 a double bed a single bed a mattress a pillows linen bedding



2 a sofa a single bed a chair an armchair a seat a mattress



3 a cupboard a drawer a sink cutlery an oven a dishwasher
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4 a washing machine a dryer a microwave a toaster an oven a refrigerator



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



An ad ended up in your mailbox, offering promotions on rented villas by the seashore for this summer. You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Do you still have villas available for this summer? Could you give me some information on your villas?



2



2 3 2



What do you need exactly? 3 3 4



Something big enough for a family of seven. A nice summer villa! A villa by the sea, for August.



3



For which month? For July. The last two weeks in June. Would the first week of August be possible?



4



I guess so.



For how long? Two weeks. Three weeks if possible. Just one week.



5



4 5 5



Let me see. No, it's only for two weeks at a time.



5 5 5



We have three small villas and a big one left. But the big one is ten minutes' walk from the sea. That doesn't matter. Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Well, if that's all you have.
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6 7 7



There's a terrace.
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6



And you're closer to the tennis courts and children's playgrounds. That's fine, then! What are the rooms like? Yes, and how big is the villa?



7



No!



10 9 10



Yes, even a microwave oven. No, there isn't. Yes, it does.



10 10 10



Yes.



11 11 13



The larger villa has three bedrooms. One has a double bed, I suppose. What are they like? How many beds are there altogether?



11



8 9 10



Yes, it's brand new with fitted units. All the villa kitchens are very convenient. You have everything you need. Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher?



10



I think it is.



Yes, the kitchen is separate, but it has a little window which opens onto the dining room. So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? How many bedrooms are there?



9



I'll check for you.



7 7 7



The villa has a large living room with a dining space and a small kitchen. Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? What about the bedrooms?



8



And it's also near the shops.



One bedroom has a double bed, another has three single beds, and the small bedroom has a bunk bed. Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Yes, that makes seven. Do we have to bring our own sheets?
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Yes, there is one.



14 14 12
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12



You normally have to bring your own linen, but it can be supplied, if necessary. Can you also provide towels? Yes, that's much handier! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases!



13



How many beds do the small villas have?



It is definitely enough for seven people. Only five.



15 There's a nice big one.



No, there isn't. Yes, I'll do that. All right!



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] By the seashore , that's the best vacation spot! bazaar hospital cave supermarket



2



The kitchen is where we cook food, not take a bath! city hall picnic hospital laboratory bathroom



3



14



I bet!



No, there is no washing machine, but there's a laundromat not too far. There's no dryer either? Can you keep the villa for us? This is quick, but we'll take the villa!



1



14 14



You also have cupboards and chests. It's simple but very practical furniture. That's what we need for our vacation! Is there also a washing machine? What about the bathroom?



15



14 14 14



There are seven beds altogether, but you also have the sofa bed in the living room. Yes, that seems all right. That sounds big enough.



14



Yes.



Call information in order to get someone's phone number. dignitaries your psychiatrist gangsters a hotline The affirmative imperative
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4



The Swiss Family Robinson built a beautiful home in the trees. Cheesecake Banking Neutrality Switzerland Dog and Cat



5



With a washing machine you don't need to wash your clothes by hand. kitchen microwave oven family space shuttle primitive tribe



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ad bathroom promotion villa vacation night seashore



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. inquire call give provide let carry along sounds like



3



announcement WC deal house rest evening coast



ask phone hand over supply allow bring seems



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. convenient horrible big possible fine exciting separate



suitable awful large conceivable acceptable thrilling apart



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



Q



sheets dishwasher machine brochure dish



tQ



kitchen much beach
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dZ



just July June lounge gorgeous sponges



N



calling something bring washing folding beginning nothing



r



are altogether garden bedrooms separate corkscrew



b



big bed brand double bathroom fabulous wastebasket



eI



they microwave table available information makes play



¯



enough summer us doesn't other mother



B



also August walk



U



could would fully looks cooking put



uw



you two view



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'How much' - 'How many'
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2



'There is' - 'There are'



3



'How long'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: how long a week lasts



seven days



how long a year lasts



three hundred sixty-five days 365 days twelve months 12 months three hundred and sixty-five days



how long February is during leap year



twenty-nine days 29 days



how long from midnight to noon



12 hours twelve hours



how long a decade lasts



ten years 10 years



how long a century lasts



one hundred years a hundred years 100 years



how long a minute is



sixty seconds 60 seconds



'How long'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [7 exercises] 1



An ad ended up in your mailbox , offering promotions on rented villas by the seashore for this summer. You decide to call and find out more about them. Could you give me some information on your villas? What do you need exactly? A villa by the sea, for August. For how long? Just one week .



2



The villa has a large living room with a dining space and a small kitchen. Is the kitchen separate? Yes, the kitchen is separate, but it has a little window which opens onto the dining room. It's brand new with fitted units . All the villa kitchens are very convenient. You have everything you need.
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3



Does the kitchen have a dishwasher ? Yes, it does. The larger villa has three bedrooms . One is with a double bed, I imagine. Yes. One bedroom has a double bed , another has three single beds , and the small bedroom has a bunk bed.



4



You normally have to bring your own linen , but it can be supplied, if necessary. We don't want to carry sheets and pillowcases ! You also have cupboards and chests. It's simple but very practical furniture . Is there also a washing machine ? No, there is no washing machine, but there's a laundromat not too far. There's no drier either ? No, there isn't. 'Not . . . either'



5



Hello, I'm calling about your villas. What do you need exactly? That doesn't matter . I'll check for you. It has a little window which opens onto the dining room.



6



It is definitely enough for seven people. The kitchen is fully equipped. There are seven beds altogether . There's a laundromat not too far . There are some in the drawers under the bed. With this huge building right in front ! Prepositions of place



7



Since there are four of us, we can get a bigger room. Can you see the ocean from here? We can't leave until everyone is ready. Will we be able to pay the rent? Different meanings of 'since' Questions without interrogative words 'Can': ability and likelihood 'Can': perception and knowledge Direct and indirect questions Modal auxiliaries 'Can' - 'Could' - 'To be able to'
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Make the following sentences singular. Example: There are sandwiches on the table.



There is a sandwich on the table.



There are sponges in the sink.



There is a sponge in the sink. There's a sponge in the sink.



There are electric stoves.



There is an electric stove. There's an electric stove.



There are clean towels in the bathroom.



There is a clean towel in the bathroom. There's a clean towel in the bathroom.



'There is' - 'There are' The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' Definite and indefinite articles The difference between 'a' and 'an'



2



Make the following sentences singular. Example: There are sandwiches on the table.



There is a sandwich on the table.



Are there glasses?



Is there a glass?



Are there clean sheets?



Is there a clean sheet?



Are there pretty views?



Is there a pretty view?



The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' 'There is' - 'There are' Definite and indefinite articles The difference between 'a' and 'an'



3



Make the following sentences singular. Example: There are sandwiches on the table.



There is a sandwich on the table.



There are no lamps.



There is no lamp. There isn't a lamp.



Are there double beds?



Is there a double bed?



Aren't there dryers?



Isn't there a dryer? Is there no dryer?



'There is' - 'There are' The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' Definite and indefinite articles The difference between 'a' and 'an'
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4



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much information.



How much information do we have?



We don't need many beds.



How many beds do we need? How many beds do you need?



They don't have many villas.



How many villas do they have?



There aren't many plates.



How many plates are there?



Interrogative words 'How much' - 'How many' Contraction of 'to be'



5



The verb 'to be'



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much information.



How much information do we have?



We didn't bring much food.



How much food did we bring? How much food did you bring?



She doesn't have much laundry.



How much laundry does she have?



I don't see many boats.



How many boats do you see? How many boats do I see?



Interrogative words



6



Auxiliaries



'How much' - 'How many'



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much information.



How much information do we have?



There isn't much light.



How much light is there?



We won't need many sleeping bags.



How many sleeping bags will we need? How many sleeping bags will you need?



We don't have to buy much.



How much do we have to buy? How much do you have to buy?



Interrogative words
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'How much' - 'How many'
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



One day you find a brochure in your mailbox. The ad offers inexpensive summer homes to rent. You call for more information. They still have several places left. And they are close to the ocean. That is just what you need! 'Still' - 'Yet'



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



Relative pronouns and adverbs



The Martin family decides to take a summer vacation. They find a nice place near the ocean. They will be staying there for two weeks. The place is close to the tennis courts and playground. Mr. Martin likes to play tennis with his daughter. The young children like to play on the beach. Verbs: reactions and preferences



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



My new apartment is very large. I have a living room, a dining space and a big kitchen. The kitchen has two windows which open onto the backyard. I also have two nice bedrooms, so I can invite my friends over for the weekend. I don't have much furniture, so they bring their sleeping bags. We eat dinner outside on the veranda and always have a good time. 'Which' - 'What' 'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too' Use of 'so' to express a goal 'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much' Adverbs of time



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



would you prefer renting would you prefer renting a villa



a villa or or camping?



camping?



Questions without interrogative words Use of the present conditional Verbs: reactions and preferences Verbs without a continuous form



2



don't put the cat in the microwave don't put the cat in the microwave oven



3



be careful walking in the cemetery at be careful walking in the cemetery at night.



4



June, July and August June, July and August are
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oven



night.



are three months of three months of vacation.



vacation.
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5



fairy tale mansions always fairy tale mansions always have



have big gardens with big gardens with flowers.



flowers.



Adverbs of time



6



After cocktails we proceeded to the dining room for After cocktails we proceeded to the dining room for the meal.



the



meal.



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



An ad ended up in your mailbox, offering promotions on rented villas by the seashore for this summer. You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Do you still have villas available for this summer? Could you give me some information on your villas? Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone! Yes, that's much handier! No, but the view on the other side is nice. Oh yes, let's forget about all this! Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out!



2



But this one's great!



No, they're not!



What do you need exactly? Something big enough for a family of seven. A nice summer villa! A villa by the sea, for August. We'll only be here at night! Is the kitchen separate? The color of the carpet is horrible! Ah, here are two more. Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy.



3



2 3 2



3 3 4 I think it is.



Okay...



For which month? For July. The last two weeks in June. Would the first week of August be possible? There we go. The beginning of our vacation! Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea. What about the bathroom? Is there a freezer too? I'll fix it.
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4 5 5



I guess so. It's not my fault! There's a nice big one. No, there isn't.
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4



For how long? Two weeks. Three weeks if possible. Just one week. Yes, that seems all right. Put down sponges and dish towels. Even a microwave oven? Do we have to bring our own sheets? Yes, it looks funny!



5



Yes, even a microwave oven. It looks like my robot!



6 7 7



There's a terrace.



Let me help you. I don't know where the corkscrew is! But this one's great!



And you're closer to the tennis courts and children's playgrounds. That's fine, then! What are the rooms like? Yes, and how big is the villa? This lamp doesn't work. We're not going to do much with just two pans! Ah, here are two more. There we go. The beginning of our vacation! Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone!



7



5 5 5



We have three small villas and a big one left. But the big one is ten minutes' walk from the sea. That doesn't matter. Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Well, if that's all you have. The color of the carpet is horrible! They're stuck! All right. But where's the corkscrew? Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea. Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone!



6



Let me see. No, it's only for two weeks at a time.



And it's also near the shops.



7



I'll check for you. We'll have to buy new light bulbs.



It's not my fault! But this one's great!



The villa has a large living room with a dining space and a small kitchen. Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? What about the bedrooms? And don't play with the wastebasket either! Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy. No, but the view on the other side is nice. All right. But where's the corkscrew? Is this it?
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I think it is.



8 9 10



Oh, all right. Okay... I don't know where the corkscrew is!
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8



Yes, the kitchen is separate, but it has a little window which opens onto the dining room. So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? How many bedrooms are there? No, but the view on the other side is nice. I saw them on the dresser. They're stuck! Something big enough for a family of seven. Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out!



9



You're right. Let me help you. No, they're not!



Yes, even a microwave oven. No, there isn't. Yes, it does. Let me see. Yes, I have! No, they're not! It looks like my robot!



10 10 10



Yes.



11 11 13



The larger villa has three bedrooms. One has a double bed, I suppose. What are they like? How many beds are there altogether? This lamp doesn't work. Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone! I saw them on the dresser. Have you turned on the gas? There's no hot water!



11



10 9



Yes, it's brand new with fitted units. All the villa kitchens are very convenient. You have everything you need. Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher? Two weeks. Have you turned on the gas? Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out! Yes, it looks funny! No, but the view on the other side is nice.



10



No!



We'll have to buy new light bulbs. But this one's great! You're right. Yes, I have! Turn the heater on!



One bedroom has a double bed, another has three single beds, and the small bedroom has a bunk bed. Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Yes, that makes seven. Do we have to bring our own sheets? There's no dryer either? Is this it? What have you done? Have you turned on the gas? For July.
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Yes, there is one.



14 14 12



No, there isn't. It's not me! Yes, I have!
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12



You normally have to bring your own linen, but it can be supplied, if necessary. Can you also provide towels? Yes, that's much handier! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases! Tommy! What did your mother say? A nice summer villa! Have you turned on the gas? We're not going to do much with just two pans! Where do you turn on the electricity?



13



How many beds do the small villas have? So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Three weeks if possible. There's no hot water! The last two weeks in June. Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea.



Yes, but what can I do? Yes, I have! There's a green switch in the hall.



It is definitely enough for seven people. Only five. No! No, it's only for two weeks at a time. Turn the heater on!



14 14 14



You also have cupboards and chests. It's simple but very practical furniture. That's what we need for our vacation! Is there also a washing machine? What about the bathroom? Right here. There's also an electric blanket. A villa by the sea, for August. Oh yes, let's forget about all this! These cooking burners aren't very clean! Just one week.



15



14 14 14



There are seven beds altogether, but you also have the sofa bed in the living room. Yes, that seems all right. That sounds big enough.



14



Yes.



I bet! 15 There's a nice big one. We won't need that.



Get a sponge!



No, there is no washing machine, but there's a laundromat not too far. There's no dryer either? Can you keep the villa for us? This is quick, but we'll take the villa! Put down sponges and dish towels. A nice summer villa! This lamp doesn't work. Where do you turn on the electricity? There we go. The beginning of our vacation!
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No, there isn't. Yes, I'll do that. All right!



We'll have to buy new light bulbs. There's a green switch in the hall. It's not my fault!
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Mystery Phrase [10 exercises] 1



A place to sleep. bed



2



Seven days. week



3



A stationary basin for washing and drainage. sink



4



An open-air place outside a building or house. yard



5



An outdoor place where children go for recreation. playground



6



A place with cooking facilities. kitchen



7



An opening in the wall that permits a view of the outside. window



8



An absorbent cloth for wiping or drying, used in the kitchen. dishtowel



9



A closet with shelves where dishes, utensils or food are kept. cupboard



10



A self-service place to do laundry. laundromat



The Summer Rental (17 activity (ies) 01:37:11) Keywords [18 word(s)] bath bed closet dishes dishwasher fork freezer furniture glass knife microwave oven pillow to provide (v.) refrigerator room
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sheet sofa bed washing machine



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Two months later... you arrive in front of the villa: It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure! Is this it? That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous!



2



You're right.



4 5 5



Oh, can I watch TV? We'll have to buy new light bulbs.



5 5 5



Turn the heater on! What do we need two sinks for? It's missing!



7 7 6



It's not me! It's not my fault!



8 8 7



Look, Mom and Dad! Here's the bathroom! There's no hot water! With two sinks. Where's the drain stopper?



6



Let me help you.



The living room is nice and big. Look! There's another folding bed here! And there's a portable TV set! This lamp doesn't work.



5



I've got to find the key! Ah, I found it!



3 4 3



Can you open the shutters? They're stuck! The color of the carpet is horrible! This is the same carpet as ours, isn't it?



4



Yes, it's really nice!



Well yes! The view isn't exciting! With this huge building right in front! We'll only be here at night! Let's see what it's like inside. No, but the view on the other side is nice.



3



2 2 3



The curtain rod's fallen off! What have you done? There we go. The beginning of our vacation! I'll fix it.
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7



Is this the vacuum cleaner? Yes, it looks funny! Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out! Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy.



8



There's a green switch in the hall. Yes, I have!



10 11 11



Then, we'll sleep without pillows! I found some!



11 12 11



Yes, but what can I do? Oh, all right. It's even better than a car!



12 12 12



Get a sponge! I don't know!



15 14 13



Tommy! Don't play with the dessert cart! It's not a toy! Tommy! What did your mother say? And don't play with the wastebasket either! Yes, get down. It's not a car.



12



11 9 11



There are some in the drawers under the bed. No, there's nothing there! I can't see anything! Ah, here are two more.



11



You're right. We won't need that. Ah! Here they are!



We won't need the sleeping bags either. No. But there aren't enough pillows! Where do you turn on the electricity? Have you turned on the gas?



10



8 8 8



Where are the sheets? I want to make the beds! I saw them on the dresser. Right here. There's also an electric blanket. I haven't seen them!



9



It looks like my robot! No, they're not! Okay...



Is this a gas stove? No, it's an electric one. These cooking burners aren't very clean! Where are the sponges?
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13



We have to buy some. I'll make a shopping list. We need some dishwashing liquid... Put down sponges and dish towels. We're not going to do much with just two pans! Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone!



14



I don't know where they are! I don't know where the corkscrew is!



15 15 15



Look. Let's do this later. We can eat first. Yes, but I can't find the plates and the glasses. Yes. Can you get the knives and forks out? All right. But where's the corkscrew?



15



But this one's great!



14 15 14



Let's go and get sandwiches. We'll eat them on the beach. Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea. Yes, let's go to the beach! Oh yes, let's forget about all this!



Yes, let's do that!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] bath bed closet dishes dishwasher fork freezer furniture glass knife microwave oven pillow to provide refrigerator room sheet sofa bed washing machine



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure! Is this it? That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous! We'll only be here at night! Let's see what it's like inside. No, but the view on the other side is nice. They're stuck!
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The color of the carpet is horrible! This is the same carpet as ours, isn't it? Look! There's another folding bed here! And there's a portable TV set! This lamp doesn't work. There's no hot water! With two sinks. Where's the drain stopper? What have you done? There we go. The beginning of our vacation! I'll fix it. Yes, it looks funny! Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out! Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy. I saw them on the dresser. Right here. There's also an electric blanket. I haven't seen them! No. But there aren't enough pillows! Where do you turn on the electricity? Have you turned on the gas? No, there's nothing there! I can't see anything! Ah, here are two more. Tommy! What did your mother say? And don't play with the wastebasket either! Yes, get down. It's not a car. No, it's an electric one. These cooking burners aren't very clean! Where are the sponges? Put down sponges and dish towels. We're not going to do much with just two pans! Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone! Yes, but I can't find the plates and the glasses. Yes. Can you get the knives and forks out? All right. But where's the corkscrew? Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea. Yes, let's go to the beach! Oh yes, let's forget about all this!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1 a bathroom a kitchen a backyard a bedroom a living room a dining room
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2 a vacuum cleaner a vegetable peeler a broom a nut cracker a knife sharpener a mop



3 a broom a vegetable peeler a knife sharpener a nut cracker a vacuum cleaner a mop



4 a dresser an armoire a bed a mirror a cupboard a drawer



5 a lamp a couch a seat a chair a desk a flashlight



6 a light bulb an idea a match a candle a lamp a flashlight
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7 a TV set a table a couch a CD holder a radiator a radio



8 a wastebasket a sink a cabinet a food processor a broom a drawer



9 a sponge an eraser a paper towel a cloth a towel soap



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Two months later... you arrive in front of the villa: It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure! Is this it? That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous!



2



2 2 3



Yes, it's really nice!



Well yes! The view isn't exciting! With this huge building right in front! We'll only be here at night! Let's see what it's like inside. No, but the view on the other side is nice.
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I've got to find the key! Ah, I found it!
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3 4 3



3



Can you open the shutters? They're stuck! The color of the carpet is horrible! This is the same carpet as ours, isn't it?



4



Turn the heater on! What do we need two sinks for? It's missing!



7 7 6



It's not me! It's not my fault!



8 8 7



It looks like my robot! No, they're not! Okay...



8 8 8



You're right. We won't need that. Ah! Here they are!



11 9 11



Is this the vacuum cleaner? Yes, it looks funny! Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out! Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy.



8



5 5 5



The curtain rod's fallen off! What have you done? There we go. The beginning of our vacation! I'll fix it.



7



Oh, can I watch TV? We'll have to buy new light bulbs.



Look, Mom and Dad! Here's the bathroom! There's no hot water! With two sinks. Where's the drain stopper?



6



You're right.



4 5 5



The living room is nice and big. Look! There's another folding bed here! And there's a portable TV set! This lamp doesn't work.



5



Let me help you.



Where are the sheets? I want to make the beds! I saw them on the dresser. Right here. There's also an electric blanket. I haven't seen them!
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9



We won't need the sleeping bags either. No. But there aren't enough pillows! Where do you turn on the electricity? Have you turned on the gas?



10



Yes, but what can I do? Oh, all right. It's even better than a car!



12 12 12



Get a sponge! I don't know!



15 14 13



We have to buy some. I'll make a shopping list. We need some dishwashing liquid... Put down sponges and dish towels. We're not going to do much with just two pans! Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone!



14



11 12 11



Is this a gas stove? No, it's an electric one. These cooking burners aren't very clean! Where are the sponges?



13



Then, we'll sleep without pillows! I found some!



Tommy! Don't play with the dessert cart! It's not a toy! Tommy! What did your mother say? And don't play with the wastebasket either! Yes, get down. It's not a car.



12



10 11 11



There are some in the drawers under the bed. No, there's nothing there! I can't see anything! Ah, here are two more.



11



There's a green switch in the hall. Yes, I have!



But this one's great!



14 15 14



I don't know where they are! I don't know where the corkscrew is!



15 15 15



Look. Let's do this later. We can eat first. Yes, but I can't find the plates and the glasses. Yes. Can you get the knives and forks out? All right. But where's the corkscrew?
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15



Let's go and get sandwiches. We'll eat them on the beach. Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea. Yes, let's go to the beach! Oh yes, let's forget about all this!



Yes, let's do that!



The Right Word with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



Eat and sleep , that's what babies do at first. Drink and talk Work and smoke Smile and write letters Play and dance Play guitar



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. larger later huge practical clean simple available



2



smaller earlier tiny inconvenient dirty complicated occupied



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. available stuck left big funny gorgeous



unoccupied jammed remaining large amusing very beautiful



Phonetics Exercise [1 phoneme(s)]



p



possible suppose stopper spinner plates carpet
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The affirmative imperative



2



The negative imperative
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3



Past interrogatives
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: how long a week lasts



seven days



how long an hour lasts



sixty minutes 60 minutes



how long a day is



twenty-four hours 24 hours



how long between Olympic Games



four years 4 years



how long it takes to run a four-minute mile



four minutes 4 minutes



how long it takes to make a three-minute egg



three minutes 3 minutes



how long the last millennium was



one thousand years a thousand years 1000 years 1,000 years



'How long'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



Two months later , you arrive in front of the villa. It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure! The view isn't very exciting with this huge building right in front! No, but the view on the other side is nice. Look! There's another folding bed here! Here's the bathroom! With two sinks. What do we need two sinks for ? The curtain rod's fallen off ! 'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'



2



Prepositions of place



The lamp doesn't work . We'll have to buy new light bulbs. Turn the heater on! Where are the sheets? I want to make the beds. There aren't enough pillows! Then we'll sleep without them! The simple present
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3



There we go! The beginning of our vacation! Watch out ! The brooms are going to fall out! Is this a gas cooker? The cooking burners aren't very clean! We're not going to do much with just two pans! Let's go and get sandwiches and eat them on the beach. Oh yes, let's forget about all this. Absolute superlative



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



Prepositions of place



Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Is it sunny? Are you home?



Were you home?



Do they rent?



Did they rent?



Is it on the beach?



Was it on the beach?



Past interrogatives



2



Was it sunny?



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Is it sunny?



Was it sunny?



Is it raining?



Was it raining? Did it rain?



Is the villa big?



Was the villa big?



Are the tennis courts open?



Were the tennis courts open?



Past interrogatives
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'To be' and 'to have': preterite
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Is it sunny? Is there a washing machine?



Was there a washing machine?



Are the beds big enough?



Were the beds big enough?



Can you see the ocean?



Could you see the ocean? Were you able to see the ocean?



Past interrogatives



4



Was it sunny?



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



'Can' - 'Could' - 'To be able to'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You should forget about it.



Forget about it.



You should eat lunch now.



Eat lunch now.



You should clean the burners.



Clean the burners.



You should buy dishwashing liquid.



Buy dishwashing liquid.



The affirmative imperative



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You should forget about it.



Forget about it.



You should turn on the electricity.



Turn on the electricity.



We should make the beds.



Let's make the beds.



We should rent a boat.



Let's rent a boat.



The affirmative imperative
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Auxiliaries
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You should forget about it.



Forget about it.



You should open the shutters.



Open the shutters.



You should come back next year.



Come back next year.



We should stay an extra week.



Let's stay an extra week.



The affirmative imperative



7



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We shouldn't spend too much. You shouldn't leave the tennis courts.



Don't leave the tennis courts. Do not leave the tennis courts.



We shouldn't use the dishwasher.



Let's not use the dishwasher.



You shouldn't take the double bed.



Don't take the double bed. Do not take the double bed.



The negative imperative



8



Let's not spend too much.



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We shouldn't spend too much.



Let's not spend too much.



You shouldn't stay on the beach too long.



Don't stay on the beach too long. Do not stay on the beach too long.



You shouldn't open the shutters.



Don't open the shutters. Do not open the shutters.



We shouldn't leave the villa.



Let's not leave the villa.



The negative imperative
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Auxiliaries
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9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We shouldn't spend too much.



Let's not spend too much.



We shouldn't turn on the gas.



Let's not turn on the gas.



You shouldn't take the car.



Don't take the car. Do not take the car.



You shouldn't swim after eating.



Don't swim after eating. Do not swim after eating.



The negative imperative



Auxiliaries



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



This villa is horrible! Look at the color of the carpet! And the shutters are stuck! The curtain rod's fallen off in the bedroom! The kitchen isn't clean at all! And there's a huge building in front of this window! Construction of compound nouns



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



wouldn't it be wouldn't it be nice



nice if if a robot



a robot did all did all the cleaning?



the



cleaning?



Construction of the present conditional



2



kids are like sponges; they absorb new information. kids are like sponges; they absorb new information.



3



you don't need a corkscrew to you don't need a corkscrew to uncork



uncork champagne champagne bottles.



bottles.



The negative form



4



building building



sandcastles sandcastles
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on the beach reminds me of my on the beach reminds me of my childhood.



childhood.
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5



it would it would be



be very very hard



hard to live without electricity to live without electricity nowadays.



nowadays.



Construction of the present conditional



6



Drawers can mean two things: pieces of furniture or Drawers can mean two things: pieces of furniture or underwear.



underwear.



Verbs without a continuous form



7



witches are evil and like to fly on witches are evil and like to fly on broomsticks.



broomsticks.



Verbs: reactions and preferences



8



Tell me, who holds the Tell me, who holds the key to



9



laughter is a very good and contagious medicine laughter is a very good and contagious medicine



key to your your heart?



heart?



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Two months later... you arrive in front of the villa: It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure! Is this it? That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous! Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Just one week. We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases! Where's the drain stopper? Yes, but I can't find the plates and the glasses.
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2 2 3



Yes, it's really nice!



It's missing!
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2



Well yes! The view isn't exciting! With this huge building right in front! We'll only be here at night! Let's see what it's like inside. No, but the view on the other side is nice. How many beds do the small villas have? Something big enough for a family of seven. Put down sponges and dish towels. Could you give me some information on your villas? Yes, that makes seven.



3



Only five.



Let me help you.



4



You're right.



The living room is nice and big. Look! There's another folding bed here! And there's a portable TV set! This lamp doesn't work. Do you still have villas available for this summer? How many beds do the small villas have? Would the first week of August be possible? The last two weeks in June. Hello? I'm calling about your villas.



5



3 4 3



Can you open the shutters? They're stuck! The color of the carpet is horrible! This is the same carpet as ours, isn't it? Is there also a washing machine? For July. Put down sponges and dish towels. No, it's an electric one. No. But there aren't enough pillows!



4



I've got to find the key! Ah, I found it!



Oh, can I watch TV? We'll have to buy new light bulbs.



5 5 5



Only five. I guess so.



Look, Mom and Dad! Here's the bathroom! There's no hot water! With two sinks. Where's the drain stopper? How many beds do the small villas have? Can you keep the villa for us? No, it's an electric one. Yes, get down. It's not a car. Put down sponges and dish towels.
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Turn the heater on! What do we need two sinks for? It's missing! Only five. Yes, I'll do that. It's even better than a car!
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7 7 6



6



The curtain rod's fallen off! What have you done? I'll fix it. There we go. The beginning of our vacation! Hello? I'm calling about your villas. That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous! Can you keep the villa for us? Oh yes, let's forget about all this! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases!



7



It's not my fault! Yes, it's really nice! Yes, I'll do that.



It looks like my robot! No, they're not! Okay... I don't know!



8 8 8



I've got to find the key! Ah, I found it! We'll have to buy new light bulbs.



Where are the sheets? I want to make the beds! I saw them on the dresser. Right here. There's also an electric blanket. I haven't seen them! There's no dryer either? Yes, but I can't find the plates and the glasses. Let's see what it's like inside. This is the same carpet as ours, isn't it? It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure!



9



8 7



Is this the vacuum cleaner? Yes, it looks funny! Watch out! The brooms are going to fall out! Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy. Where are the sponges? How many beds are there altogether? Let's see what it's like inside. This lamp doesn't work. What are they like?



8



It's not me!



You're right. We won't need that. Ah! Here they are! No, there isn't.



11 9 11



I've got to find the key! Ah, I found it! You're right.



We won't need the sleeping bags either. No. But there aren't enough pillows! Where do you turn on the electricity? Have you turned on the gas? This lamp doesn't work. What have you done? All right. But where's the corkscrew? How many beds do the small villas have? Where's the drain stopper?
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10 There's a green switch in the hall. Yes, I have! We'll have to buy new light bulbs. It's not me! I don't know where the corkscrew is! Only five. It's missing!
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There are some in the drawers under the bed. No, there's nothing there! I can't see anything! Ah, here are two more. Is the kitchen fully equipped? There's no dryer either? Yes, let's go to the beach! The color of the carpet is horrible! Would the first week of August be possible?



11



No, there isn't. Yes, let's do that! I guess so.



Yes, but what can I do? Oh, all right. It's even better than a car! No, it's only for two weeks at a time. Yes, it's really nice! Only five. And it's also near the shops.



12 12 12



Is this a gas stove? No, it's an electric one. These cooking burners aren't very clean! Where are the sponges? I'll fix it. This lamp doesn't work. Does it have a dishwasher? Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy. I saw them on the dresser.



13



11 12 11



Tommy! Don't play with the dessert cart! It's not a toy! Tommy! What did your mother say? And don't play with the wastebasket either! Yes, get down. It's not a car. Three weeks if possible. That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous! How many beds do the small villas have? That's fine, then! What are they like?



12



Then, we'll sleep without pillows! I found some!



15 14



Get a sponge! I don't know! We'll have to buy new light bulbs. Yes, it does. Okay... You're right.



We have to buy some. I'll make a shopping list. We need some dishwashing liquid... Put down sponges and dish towels. Tommy! Leave the salad spinner alone! We're not going to do much with just two pans! Let's see what it's like inside. What about the bathroom? Is the kitchen separate? No. But there aren't enough pillows! It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure!
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But this one's great! I've got to find the key! Ah, I found it! There's a nice big one. I think it is.
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Look. Let's do this later. We can eat first. Yes, but I can't find the plates and the glasses. Yes. Can you get the knives and forks out? All right. But where's the corkscrew? The color of the carpet is horrible! And there's a portable TV set! I'll fix it. Is there a freezer too? What are the rooms like?



15



I don't know where they are! I don't know where the corkscrew is! Oh, can I watch TV? No, there isn't.



Let's go and get sandwiches. We'll eat them on the beach. Yes, Tommy's got a very good idea. Yes, let's go to the beach! Oh yes, let's forget about all this! I'll fix it. How many beds are there altogether? Have you turned on the gas? Two weeks. What are they like?



Yes, let's do that!



Yes, I have! Let me see.



Mystery Phrase [10 exercises] 1



Approximately thirty days. month



2



A roofed porch, usually in front of a house. veranda



3



A container for storage or shipping. chest



4



It is used as a floor covering. carpet



5



A piece of material hung in front of a window. curtain



6



A support for the head. pillow



7



The part of a cabinet or dresser that slides out. drawer
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15 15 15



8



Last course of the meal, usually a sweet dish. dessert



9



Absorbent object for cleaning or bathing. sponge



10



Large roll of bedding used mostly on camping trips. sleeping bag



Reserving a Room (14 activity (ies) 01:13:49) Keywords [12 word(s)] conference room double facility hotel to land (v.) night parking lot to reserve (v.) shower single suite train station



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, Hotel Boston. How can I help you? I would like to reserve a room, please. Can I reserve a room in your hotel, please? Could I reserve a room, please?



2



Of course. Of course. Of course.



2 2 2



When will you arrive? 3 3 3



I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. It'll be on June the 27th in the morning.



3



What sort of room would you like, ma'am? There are several different kinds of rooms available. I'd like a double room with a shower. A single room with a bath, please. We would like a suite with Internet access.
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That's fine. That's fine. That's fine.



4 4 4
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4



How long are you going to stay at our hotel? 5 5 5



I am going to stay two nights. Just 3 days and 2 nights. We are going to stay one night.



5



Do you have any questions? Are there any conference facilities in your hotel? Yes, is there a conference room? Is there a parking lot near the hotel?



6



6



That's correct, ma'am. Fine, ma'am. That's right, ma'am.



7 7 7



6 6



Do you know the way to the hotel? Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive.



7



Yes, there are conference facilities here. Yes, there is. Yes, there is a parking lot next to the hotel.



Finally, could I take your name for the reservation? Yes, it's Mrs. Catona. My name is Mrs. Tina Catona. It's Mrs. Tina Catona.



Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] conference room double facility hotel to land night parking lot to reserve shower single suite train station
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Sentence Pronunciation [21 sentence(s)] I would like to reserve a room, please. Can I reserve a room in your hotel, please? Could I reserve a room, please? I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. It'll be on June the 27th in the morning. I'd like a double room with a shower. A single room with a bath, please. We would like a suite with Internet access. I am going to stay two nights. Just 3 days and 2 nights. We are going to stay one night. Are there any conference facilities in your hotel? Yes, is there a conference room? Is there a parking lot near the hotel? Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive. Yes, it's Mrs. Catona. My name is Mrs. Tina Catona. It's Mrs. Tina Catona.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a train station a shopping mall a library a hotel a conference room



2 a shopping mall a hotel a train station a parking lot a conference room
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, Hotel Boston. How can I help you? I would like to reserve a room, please. Can I reserve a room in your hotel, please? Could I reserve a room, please?



2



Of course. Of course. Of course.



2 2 2



When will you arrive? I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. It'll be on June the 27th in the morning.



3



What sort of room would you like, ma'am? There are several different kinds of rooms available. I'd like a double room with a shower. A single room with a bath, please. We would like a suite with Internet access.



4



3 3 3



That's fine. That's fine. That's fine.



4 4 4



How long are you going to stay at our hotel? 5 5 5



I am going to stay two nights. Just 3 days and 2 nights. We are going to stay one night.



5



Do you have any questions? Are there any conference facilities in your hotel? Yes, is there a conference room? Is there a parking lot near the hotel?



6



Yes, there are conference facilities here. Yes, there is. Yes, there is a parking lot next to the hotel.



6



That's correct, ma'am. Fine, ma'am. That's right, ma'am.



7 7 7



6 6



Do you know the way to the hotel? Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive.
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7



Finally, could I take your name for the reservation? Yes, it's Mrs. Catona. My name is Mrs. Tina Catona. It's Mrs. Tina Catona.



Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye.



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



There are several different kinds of rooms available. is be 'There is' - 'There are'



2



Is there a conference room? Are Be 'There is' - 'There are'



3



Are there any conference facilities in your hotel? Is Be 'There is' - 'There are'



4



I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. going am 'Will' - 'To be going to'



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. a day a single room a question
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a night a double room an answer
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Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



'Will' - 'To be going to'
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to stay (on / at) a hotel



to stay at a hotel



a conference (at / in) Boston



a conference in Boston



to arrive (at / on) the Boston train station



to arrive at the Boston train station



to land (at / in) the Boston airport



to land at the Boston airport



the hotel (on / in) Lincoln Avenue



the hotel on Lincoln Avenue



to land (on / in) Los Angeles



to land in Los Angeles



the train station (on / at) 45th Street



the train station on 45th Street



Prepositions of place



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to stay (on / at) a hotel



to stay at a hotel



a hotel (on / in) New York



a hotel in New York



a room (in / on) a hotel



a room in a hotel



to arrive (at / on) the Miami airport



to arrive at the Miami airport



to stay (at / on) your hotel



to stay at your hotel



conference facilities (on / in) a hotel



conference facilities in a hotel



the train station (on / at) Kennedy Drive



the train station on Kennedy Drive



Prepositions of place
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I will



I'm going to



you will



you're going to you are going to



he will



he's going to he is going to



she will



she's going to she is going to



it will



it's going to it is going to



we will



we're going to we are going to



they will



they're going to they are going to



'Will' - 'To be going to'



Sentence Practice [7 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to stay) 2 nights.



I am going to stay 2 nights.



You (to reserve) a room.



You are going to reserve a room. You're going to reserve a room.



He (to take) her name.



He is going to take her name. He's going to take her name.



She (to arrive) in June.



She is going to arrive in June. She's going to arrive in June.



'Will' - 'To be going to'
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to stay) 2 nights.



I am going to stay 2 nights.



It (to be) in May.



It is going to be in May. It's going to be in May.



We (to land) on April the 28th in the morning.



We are going to land on April the 28th in the morning. We're going to land on April the 28th in the morning.



They (to reserve) a double room with a shower.



They are going to reserve a double room with a shower. They're going to reserve a double room with a shower.



'Will' - 'To be going to'



3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to land) at the Boston airport on May the 20th.



I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th.



You (to arrive) on April the 1st.



You will arrive on April the 1st. You'll arrive on April the 1st.



They (to stay) for 5 nights.



They will stay for 5 nights. They'll stay for 5 nights. They will stay for five nights. They'll stay for five nights.



It (to be) on June the 3rd in the morning.



It will be on June the 3rd in the morning. It'll be on June the 3rd in the morning.



The future



'Will' - 'To be going to'
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4



Make the following sentences plural. Example: There is a conference room.



There are conference rooms.



There is a hotel.



There are hotels.



There is a double room.



There are double rooms.



There is a train station.



There are train stations.



'There is' - 'There are'



5



Make the following sentences singular. Example: There are conference rooms.



There is a conference room.



There are shopping malls.



There is a shopping mall. There's a shopping mall.



There are single rooms.



There is a single room. There's a single room.



There are parking lots.



There is a parking lot. There's a parking lot.



'There is' - 'There are'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: There (are / is) a conference room.



There is a conference room.



There (are / is) a library.



There is a library. There's a library.



There (are / is) conference facilities.



There are conference facilities.



There (are / is) rooms available.



There are rooms available.



'There is' - 'There are'
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7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: There (are / is) hotels.



There are hotels.



There (are / is) a suite with Internet access.



There is a suite with Internet access. There's a suite with Internet access.



There (are / is) airports.



There are airports.



There (are / is) questions.



There are questions.



'There is' - 'There are'



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



A sort. A kind. A room. A double room. A single room. A suite.



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



To stay. A hotel. A day. A night. There is. There are. 'There is' - 'There are'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, Hotel Boston. How can I help you? I would like to reserve a room, please. Can I reserve a room in your hotel, please? Could I reserve a room, please? No, only I was at the conference last year. Next weekend. They weren't. Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant.
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2 2 2



2



When will you arrive? I will land at the Boston airport on May the 20th. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. It'll be on June the 27th in the morning. Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive. They will not make any presentations. Is there a parking lot near the hotel? It's Mrs. Tina Catona.



3



That's correct, ma'am. That's right, ma'am. Fine. Yes, there is a parking lot next to the hotel. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye.



What sort of room would you like, ma'am? There are several different kinds of rooms available. I'd like a double room with a shower. A single room with a bath, please. We would like a suite with Internet access. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. Could I send a delegation of employees to the conference? The management conference in New York next week. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive. The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant.



4



3 3 3



That's fine. That's fine. That's fine. Fine, ma'am. Of course. Just one second, I'll put you through. That's right, ma'am.



4 4 4



How long are you going to stay at our hotel? I am going to stay two nights. Just 3 days and 2 nights. We are going to stay one night. Can I reserve a room in your hotel, please? They will not make any presentations. Could I reserve a room, please? Yes, an executive would like to present our company. The management conference in New York next week.
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5 5 5 Of course. Fine. Of course. No problem. Just one second, I'll put you through.
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5



Do you have any questions? Are there any conference facilities in your hotel? Yes, is there a conference room? Is there a parking lot near the hotel? They will not make any presentations. Yes, they were. No, only I was at the conference last year. They'll arrive in New York next Monday. It'll be on June the 27th in the morning.



6



6



That's correct, ma'am. Fine, ma'am. That's right, ma'am.



7 7 7



6 6



Do you know the way to the hotel? Yes, it's opposite the library on 45th Street. You're behind the train station on Lincoln Avenue. It's near the shopping mall on Kennedy Drive. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. I'd like a double room with a shower. No, they won't make any presentations. Yes, they were. I would like to reserve a room, please.



7



Yes, there are conference facilities here. Yes, there is. Yes, there is a parking lot next to the hotel. Fine. Good. O.K. Can I take their names, please?



That's fine. O.K. Good. Of course.



Finally, could I take your name for the reservation? Yes, it's Mrs. Catona. My name is Mrs. Tina Catona. It's Mrs. Tina Catona. We would like a suite with Internet access. I'd like to send a delegation to the conference. Could I reserve a room, please? I am going to stay two nights. A single room with a bath, please.



Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. Thank you, Mrs. Catona. Goodbye. That's fine. Fine. Of course. That's fine.



Trouble with Orders (17 activity (ies) 02:07:52) Keywords [16 word(s)] to affect (v.) anxious to appreciate (v.) to assure (v.) carrier
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concern damaged efficient hopefully incompetent to repair (v.) to replace (v.) to return (v.) supplier technical temporary



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



I'll transfer you to the Sales Department, Mr. Johnson. 2 2 2



Sales, can I help you? Sales Department. Hello, Sales Manager.



2



Tom Johnson from Swift Car Rentals here. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing?



3 Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but...



4



How are you, Mr. Johnson?



3



I'm a bit worried because our order hasn't arrived yet. Can you remind me of the details? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? I'm surprised to hear that, Mr. Johnson.



4



3



9 10 11



I'm O.K., thanks, and you? Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. Busy as usual. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you?
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5



That's good to hear. Look, there are some problems with our order. We've only received 150, and 20 of them don't seem to be working properly. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Can you give me the order number?



6



7 8



Good, but what about the missing ones? We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week. I'm very sorry. We just need more time on this.



7



6



Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. 16



The volume dials don't work, and we can't send them back because they've already been installed in the cars. 19



Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Our Service Department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to engineering?



8



19 19



Yes, it's order number 571/94B, dated the 2nd of this month. Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? OK. What seems to be the problem? Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working?



9



7 7 7



Yes, I wanted 200 34Ts, and you promised them by the 31st. 12 13 13



I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now.



10



Yes, that's right... delivered by the end of the month. 12 13 13



I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now.
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11



Does that mean you weren't aware of the problem? We've got to have these phones as soon as possible! That can't be. I'm quite sure they were sent out. Can I check on it and call you back? Let me check with our carrier. But I think it was shipped. Can I call you back? I'm sure they were shipped out to you.



12



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



13



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



13 13



Well, can you tell me what the problem is? 14



Yes, of course. We've been having trouble with our supplier. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet. There was a strike at our supplier's plant.



13



14



Well, there's no sign of them here. Can you find out what's going on? Just a minute, please. I'll check with the Shipping Department. Would you hold a minute, please? I'll ask my sales team. Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes.



14



14



15 15 O.K., that'll be fine.



I'm sorry, but that's your problem, not mine. So when are we going to get the phones we ordered? Hopefully within the next few days.



If all goes well, by the end of next week.



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



I can't give you an exact date right now.



15



17



O.K., I'll hold. Shipping says they went out yesterday. I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow.
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16



How much time do you need? Ten days should do it.



Shall we say the middle of next week?



Would the end of the month be all right?



17



That's not good enough! I can see you've got problems, but I need these telephones in my cars as soon as possible. I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you.



Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



18



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



I see. So when can I expect them? I'll contact the carrier and get back to you.



I'll call the carrier and see what they say.



I can't say until I check with the carrier.



19



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this.



O.K., but I need to talk to you about units missing from the order. No problem, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now.



Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] to affect anxious to appreciate to assure
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carrier concern damaged efficient hopefully incompetent to repair to replace to return supplier technical temporary



Sentence Pronunciation [72 sentence(s)] Sales, can I help you? Sales Department. Hello, Sales Manager. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? How are you, Mr. Johnson? Can you remind me of the details? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? I'm surprised to hear that, Mr. Johnson. Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. Busy as usual. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you? Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Can you give me the order number? Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week. I'm very sorry. We just need more time on this. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Our Service Department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to engineering? Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? OK. What seems to be the problem? Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working? I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. That can't be. I'm quite sure they were sent out. Can I check on it and call you back? Let me check with our carrier. But I think it was shipped. Can I call you back? I'm sure they were shipped out to you.
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Yes, of course. We've been having trouble with our supplier. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet. There was a strike at our supplier's plant. Just a minute, please. I'll check with the Shipping Department. Would you hold a minute, please? I'll ask my sales team. Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes. Hopefully within the next few days. If all goes well, by the end of next week. I can't give you an exact date right now. Shipping says they went out yesterday. I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow. Ten days should do it. Shall we say the middle of next week? Would the end of the month be all right? I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you. Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution. I'll contact the carrier and get back to you. I'll call the carrier and see what they say. I can't say until I check with the carrier. No problem, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 a telephone a personal computer a CD-ROM drive a modem the Internet a microwave



2 an office a storage room a delivery yard a workshop an attic a waiting room
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3 busy correct comfortable relaxed pleased



4 a package a document an envelope registered delivery a phone number a file



5 a plant a hospital a ball park an accounting department an amusement park a supermarket



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



I'll transfer you to the Sales Department, Mr. Johnson. 2 2 2



Sales, can I help you? Sales Department. Hello, Sales Manager.



2



Tom Johnson from Swift Car Rentals here. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing?



3 Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but...



4



How are you, Mr. Johnson?
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3



I'm a bit worried because our order hasn't arrived yet. 9 10 11



Can you remind me of the details? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? I'm surprised to hear that, Mr. Johnson.



4



I'm O.K., thanks, and you? Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. Busy as usual. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you?



5



5 5 3



That's good to hear. Look, there are some problems with our order. We've only received 150, and 20 of them don't seem to be working properly. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Can you give me the order number?



6



7 8



Good, but what about the missing ones? We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week. I'm very sorry. We just need more time on this.



7



6



Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. 16



The volume dials don't work, and we can't send them back because they've already been installed in the cars. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Our Service Department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to engineering?
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8



Yes, it's order number 571/94B, dated the 2nd of this month. 7 7 7



Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? OK. What seems to be the problem? Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working?



9



Yes, I wanted 200 34Ts, and you promised them by the 31st. 12 13 13



I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now.



10



Yes, that's right... delivered by the end of the month. 12 13 13



I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now.



11



Does that mean you weren't aware of the problem? We've got to have these phones as soon as possible! That can't be. I'm quite sure they were sent out. Can I check on it and call you back? Let me check with our carrier. But I think it was shipped. Can I call you back? I'm sure they were shipped out to you.



12



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



13



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



13 13



Well, can you tell me what the problem is? Yes, of course. We've been having trouble with our supplier. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet. There was a strike at our supplier's plant.
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13



Well, there's no sign of them here. Can you find out what's going on? Just a minute, please. I'll check with the Shipping Department. Would you hold a minute, please? I'll ask my sales team. Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes.



14



15 15 O.K., that'll be fine.



I'm sorry, but that's your problem, not mine. So when are we going to get the phones we ordered? Hopefully within the next few days.



If all goes well, by the end of next week.



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



I can't give you an exact date right now.



15



O.K., I'll hold. Shipping says they went out yesterday. I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow.



16



18 18 I certainly hope so. Thank you.



How much time do you need? Ten days should do it.



Shall we say the middle of next week?



Would the end of the month be all right?



17



17



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



That's not good enough! I can see you've got problems, but I need these telephones in my cars as soon as possible. I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you.



Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.
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I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.
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18



I see. So when can I expect them? I'll contact the carrier and get back to you.



I'll call the carrier and see what they say.



I can't say until I check with the carrier.



19



Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this.



O.K., but I need to talk to you about units missing from the order. No problem, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now.



Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Shipping departments are in charge of deliveries. Accounting Marketing Legal Customer Service Adjectives ending in -ing



2



Trade unions represent workers when there are labor problems. Farmers Governments Military officers Policemen Factory owners



3



Complaints come from unhappy customers. "Thank you" cards Future orders Praises Good publicity Recommendations



4



When there's a strike , employees stop working. tool warehouse favor memo delivery
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Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. busy first wrong your exact



free last right my vague



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



r



remind very order sorry transfer problem



h



help hello hands-free hold how



B



order more course airport



I



things business shipping middle



¯



just hundred number trouble couple until



U



good would put should



eI



Friday afraid days yesterday say sales



E



better end sent check very next



i



week speak seems received



d



details model department days need



f



fine hopefully funny affecting
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



The past subjunctive



2



Use of the past participle as an adjective
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Give the past participle of the following verbs. Example: a (to reserve) table



a reserved table



(to book) places



booked places



an (to overbook) flight



an overbooked flight



(to delay) shipments



delayed shipments



(to worry) shareholders



worried shareholders



the (to choose) person



the chosen person



a (to dispute) decision



a disputed decision



Use of the past participle as an adjective



2



Give the past participle of the following verbs. Example: a (to reserve) table



a reserved table



a (to grow) man



a grown man



a (to make) bed



a made bed



the (to lose) files



the lost files



(to organize) visits



organized visits



(to finish) business



finished business



(to damage) goods



damaged goods



Use of the past participle as an adjective



Fill-in-the-Blanks [9 exercises] 1



Look, there are some problems with our order . We've only received 150, and 20 of them don't work properly . Send them back and we'll replace them immediately . Good, but what about the missing ones? We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now. I'm very sorry. We just need more time for this. How much time do you need? Ten days should do it. I guess I have no choice. Use of the past participle as an adjective Modal auxiliaries
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2



Can you tell me why I haven't received my order? I'm sorry, but our order hasn't come through yet. So when are we going to get those phones? I can't give you an exact date at the moment. That's not good enough! I need those telephones as soon as possible . Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution. 'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



3



We seem to be having a problem with our order . Can you remind me of the details ? That was two hundred of the hands-free model. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? The volume dials don't work. And we can't send them back because they're already installed in the cars. 'To remember' - 'To remind' Invariable cardinal numbers Use of the past participle as an adjective



4



Our service department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to our engineer ? I guess I have no choice. I hope there are no more problems. Otherwise, we'll go elsewhere in the future . Verbs without a continuous form



5



I wanted 200 34Ts, and you promised them by the 31st. You should have received them by now . Does that mean you weren't aware of the problem? We've got to have those phones as soon as possible! I'll have to check with our carrier . Use of the past participle as an adjective



6



Verbs without a continuous form



I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you. I see, so when will they be here? I can't say until I check with the carrier. Shipping says they went out yesterday . I wish you'd told us about this before . Modal auxiliaries
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7



I need to be reminded of your name. I can't remember it. She reminded me of her sister. I made an effort to remember it. Remind me to call her. Otherwise I'll never remember to . 'To remember' - 'To remind'



8



Use of the past participle as an adjective



'Will' - 'To be going to'



I've been working on this project since January. since then , I've been very tired. I should complete it within a month or so. I've got till then to meet the sales targets! I'll be at work until 9 o'clock tonight. I prefer to work within a few kilometers of home. Use of the present perfect continuous 'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago' 'For how long' - 'Since when' Different meanings of 'since' Use of the present perfect 'Within' - 'Within . . . of' 'Till' - 'Until'



9



Mr. Gibbons works at that company, Harper's Metal Fittings. It's on Maple Avenue. He's going to stay there till he retires, next year. He's got a job within the department of quality control. We'll have to replace him within a month or so. The prepositions 'in' and 'at' 'Within' - 'Within . . . of'
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Addresses and phone numbers



'Till' - 'Until'
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Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If she finds it, I'll contact you. If you settle for less, we'll deal with the details.



If you settled for less, we'd deal with the details. If you settled for less, we would deal with the details.



Even though it hasn't been confirmed, I'm very interested.



Even though it hadn't been confirmed, I was very interested. Even though it had not been confirmed, I was very interested.



If I was in your place, I'd give Mr. Renton a ring.



If I'd been in your place, I'd have given Mr. Renton a ring. If I'd been in your place, I would have given Mr. Renton a ring. If I had been in your place, I would have given Mr. Renton a ring. If I had been in your place, I'd have given Mr. Renton a ring.



The past subjunctive



2



If she found it, I'd contact you.



The perfect conditional



The past perfect modal with 'if'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If she finds it, I'll contact you.



If she found it, I'd contact you.



If you fax me the results, I'll get back to you.



If you faxed me the results, I'd get back to you. If you faxed me the results, I would get back to you.



Even though the subway's in a terrible state, it's still faster than driving.



Even though the subway was in a terrible state, it was still faster than driving.



If they want entertainment, we'll organize a sightseeing tour.



If they wanted entertainment, we'd organize a sightseeing tour. If they wanted entertainment, we would organize a sightseeing tour.



The past subjunctive
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Reformulate as in the example. Example: If she finds it, I'll contact you.



If she found it, I'd contact you.



Even though she's gotten over it, she's still ill.



Even though she'd gotten over it, she was still ill. Even though she had gotten over it, she was still ill.



If I went to the laundromat, I'd have some clean clothes.



If I'd gone to the laundromat, I'd have had some clean clothes. If I'd been to the laundromat, I'd have had some clean clothes. If I had gone to the laundromat, I'd have had some clean clothes. If I had been to the laundromat, I'd have had some clean clothes. If I had gone to the laundromat, I would have had some clean clothes. If I had been to the laundromat, I would have had some clean clothes. If I'd gone to the laundromat, I would have had some clean clothes. If I'd been to the laundromat, I would have had some clean clothes.



If he borrows the laptop computer, he won't lose so much time.



If he borrowed the laptop computer, he wouldn't lose so much time. If he borrowed the laptop computer, he would not lose so much time.



The main postpositions The past subjunctive



The perfect conditional



The past perfect modal with 'if'



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I'm a bit worried because our order hasn't arrived yet. Can you remind me of the details, please? It was an order for five hundred units of the hands-free model. You should have received them by now. I'll contact the carrier and then get back to you. It shouldn't take too long. 'A little' - 'A bit' 'To remember' - 'To remind' Perfect conditional using 'should' The main postpositions 'Should' and 'Ought to': probability



2



1 2 3 4 5



Look, there are some problems with our order. We've only received 200 of them, and 30 of them don't seem to be working properly. You'd better send them back. We'll replace them immediately. Good, but what about the missing ones? We'd hoped to have the whole fleet equipped by now. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week at the latest. 'Had better' - 'Would rather'
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1 2 3 4 5



The volume dials don't work, and we can't send them back because they've already been installed. Our Service Department can help you on that one. I'll transfer you to an engineer. That sounds fine, but I'd also like to talk to you about the units missing from the order. When can we expect to receive the missing units? I can't say until I check with the carrier. The main postpositions



'Till' - 'Until'



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



I'm worried about I'm worried about the



2



we've taken so many orders that we've fallen a we've taken so many orders that we've fallen a little behind



the delivery delivery date



date not being respected not being respected



Use of the past participle as an adjective 'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



3



our engineers will deal our engineers will deal with



4



I seem I seem to



with any any technical



Uses of 'so'



little



behind.



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



technical problems problems



to remember the order going out last Monday. remember the order going out last Monday.



The main postpositions



5



The shipment hasn't come through The shipment hasn't come through yet



yet.



Use of the past participle as an adjective



6



bad weather has caused delays bad weather has caused delays on all



on all the deliveries the deliveries



Use of the present perfect



7



I doubt that we can deliver before next I doubt that we can deliver before next month 'That' and dependent clauses
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month



'Next' - 'The next'
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the logistics of delivering so many products is astounding the logistics of delivering so many products is astounding



9



I'm afraid you'll just I'm afraid you'll just have



have to be



to be patient.



patient.



'Must' - 'Have to'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



I'll transfer you to the Sales Department, Mr. Johnson. Sales, can I help you? Sales Department. Hello, Sales Manager. And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines? You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours! Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



Ten days should do it.



2 2 2 Not on the other cell phones either. Now that's teamwork! I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Can you tell me what's wrong with them?



2



Tom Johnson from Swift Car Rentals here. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? How are you, Mr. Johnson? I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. I think I've got a client with outside saturation problems. I'll tell the Service Department it has to be fixed this week. Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines?
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3 Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but...



3 4



Oh, really? Thanks, I'd appreciate that. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Not on the other cell phones either.
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I'm a bit worried because our order hasn't arrived yet. Can you remind me of the details? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? I'm surprised to hear that, Mr. Johnson. I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. They are, Mr. Flowers. We'll get this worked out in no time. Come on, Simon, let's not argue over this. Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers?



4



9 10 11 Thanks, I'd appreciate that. Thanks, I'd appreciate that. I'm not arguing. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



I'm O.K., thanks, and you? Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. Busy as usual. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you? Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you.



5 5 3 Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Hello, Sales Manager. You should've received them by now. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department.



5



That's good to hear. Look, there are some problems with our order. We've only received 150, and 20 of them don't seem to be working properly. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Can you give me the order number? Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? Shall we say the middle of next week?



Sales, can I help you? I think I've got a client with outside saturation problems.
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6 7 8 Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but... I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Oh, really?
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Good, but what about the missing ones? We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week. I'm very sorry. We just need more time on this. You name it.



How are you, Mr. Johnson? Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers? I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems.



7



Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. 16 Can you call a couple of smaller clients and tell them we're a little behind schedule?



Thanks, I'd appreciate that.



The volume dials don't work, and we can't send them back because they've already been installed in the cars. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Our Service Department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to engineering? Shipping says they went out yesterday. Ten days should do it.



Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? Ah, Mr. Flowers, what can I do for you? Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now.
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19 19 19 I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but... Bad news, I'm afraid. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.
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8



Yes, it's order number 571/94B, dated the 2nd of this month. Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? OK. What seems to be the problem? Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working? Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow. Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. If all goes well, by the end of next week.



9



O.K., that'll be fine. I certainly hope so. Thank you. Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but...



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Yes, I wanted 200 34Ts, and you promised them by the 31st. I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. Hello, Sales.



10



7 7 7



12 13 13



Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.



Thanks, I'd appreciate that. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



Yes, that's right... delivered by the end of the month. I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines? Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Hello, Sales Manager. You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours! Would the end of the month be all right?
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12 13 13 Not on the other cell phones either.



Now that's teamwork! I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.
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Does that mean you weren't aware of the problem? We've got to have these phones as soon as possible! Let me check with our carrier. But I think it was shipped. Can I call you back? I'm sure they were shipped out to you. That can't be. I'm quite sure they were sent out. Can I check on it and call you back? Would you like to speak to engineering? Flowers is having a few problems with his phones. It's best to nip these things in the bud. Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers?



12



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



13 13



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



Oh, is he? Before they get out of control. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



Well, can you tell me what the problem is? Yes, of course. We've been having trouble with our supplier. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet. There was a strike at our supplier's plant. This is important, Simon. Flowers has signed a very big contract. And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines? Rest assured, I'll put our best people on the job. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you?
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14 14 14 That's not my problem. Not on the other cell phones either. Thanks, I'd appreciate that.
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Well, there's no sign of them here. Can you find out what's going on? Just a minute, please. I'll check with the Shipping Department. Would you hold a minute, please? I'll ask my sales team. Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes. Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working? Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you? Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. You name it.



They are, Mr. Flowers. We'll get this worked out in no time.



14



15 15 O.K., that'll be fine.



Okay. Can you call a couple of smaller clients and tell them we're a little behind schedule? Thanks, I'd appreciate that.



I'm sorry, but that's your problem, not mine. So when are we going to get the phones we ordered? Hopefully within the next few days.



If all goes well, by the end of next week.



I can't give you an exact date right now. I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? I'm sure this is just a temporary problem. It's nothing to worry about. This is important, Simon. Flowers has signed a very big contract. Ah, Mr. Flowers, what can I do for you?
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I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. 17 Thanks, I'd appreciate that. I just want you to get to the bottom of this. That's not my problem. Bad news, I'm afraid.
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O.K., I'll hold. Shipping says they went out yesterday. I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow. You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours! Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. No, I need someone to go over there today. We could lose a huge contract over this. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Hello, Sales.



16



I certainly hope so. Thank you. Now that's teamwork! Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers. That's not my problem. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



How much time do you need? Ten days should do it.



Shall we say the middle of next week?



Would the end of the month be all right?



There usually are a few hitches at the beginning. No, I need someone to go over there today. We could lose a huge contract over this. Would you like to speak to engineering? I'm sure this is just a temporary problem. It's nothing to worry about. Hello, Sales Manager.



17



18 18



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. We've been using the system for a month now. This just started. That's not my problem.



I just want you to get to the bottom of this.



That's not good enough! I can see you've got problems, but I need these telephones in my cars as soon as possible. I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you.



Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



They are, Mr. Flowers. We'll get this worked out in no time. I think I've got a client with outside saturation problems. Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Got that. What seems to be wrong with them?
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I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Thanks, I'd appreciate that. Oh, really? Okay.
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I see. So when can I expect them? I'll contact the carrier and get back to you.



I'll call the carrier and see what they say.



I can't say until I check with the carrier.



Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Flowers is having a few problems with his phones. Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? No, I need someone to go over there today. We could lose a huge contract over this. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet.



19



Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this.



Oh, is he? Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but... That's not my problem.



O.K., but I need to talk to you about units missing from the order. No problem, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. I can't give you an exact date right now. Would you like to speak to engineering? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? Flowers is having a few problems with his phones.



Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.



Oh, is he?



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



Somebody who provides a company with products. supplier



2



Having a lot of work or activities. busy



3



A situation where workers stop working to protest something. strike



4



Section of a company which is responsible for sending goods to customers. shipping department
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5



To collect. pick up



6



To supply a customer with a product. deliver



7



A shipping company. carrier



8



To verify. check on



9 10



Anxious, concerned. worried Absent. missing



11



A factory or manufacturing site. plant



12



To arrive (a shipment, a fax, etc.). come through



The Menu (17 activity (ies) 02:22:51) Keywords [18 word(s)] alcohol appetizer to book (v.) to cancel (v.) course to decide (v.) dish to eat out (v.) French fries menu to order (v.) reservation restaurant starter today's special waiter well-done wine list
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Your friends have invited you out to a restaurant to celebrate your birthday. You arrive at the restaurant: We called a few days ago to reserve a table. We reserved a table this morning. Could we have a table, please?



2



4 4 4



That's six then.



5 5 5



Yes, it is.



Please come this way. Will this be all right, here by the window? That's perfect. What a great view! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Yes, I think so!



6



5 5 5



You're lucky, some people have just called to cancel their reservation; otherwise, the restaurant was full. Yes, that's really good luck! All the other restaurants are full too! But is it a table for six?



5



No, we gave yours. Stevenson.



For how many people? Six altogether. There are six of us. Us four, plus another couple is coming.



4



2 2 3



What's the name, please? Stevenson. Did we give your name, Pamela? It should be under Stevenson.



3



Yes.



Yes, I know, but that's all we have.



6 7 6



Let me take your coats. No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Well... I'm a little cold. Can I also give you my scarf?
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7 7 7



You'll warm up quickly. Yes, I'll take it.
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Ah! Here are your friends! And here are the menus and wine list. Would you like a cocktail to start with? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. We'll have three gin and tonics and three orange juices.



8



No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



Can I take your order? 10 11 9



We haven't decided yet. What's today's special? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What's the soup of the day?



9



Cream of asparagus. And what is the flounder served with? You wouldn't have lobster, would you? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare?



10



12 13 13



Yes, of course. Yes, that's possible.



12 13 15



What will you have as a main course? Do you prefer fish or meat? I prefer fish. I love both. I'd like to have a local dish.



12



Yes, we do. It's on the next page. No, it doesn't.



Sirloin steak, with homemade mushroom sauce. That's tempting. But I can't make up my mind. We can also choose "à la carte", can't we? Can I have French fries instead of spinach?



11



8 8 8



We don't really have any specialties.



13 13 13



It's served with broccoli and mashed potatoes, but you can also have mixed vegetables: zucchini, green beans, carrots and peas, roast potatoes or stuffed eggplant. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Can I get that with boiled potatoes?
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Yes, you can.
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How about grilled salmon with capers, or turbot cooked in white wine and served with a creamy tomato sauce. That's exactly what I had yesterday! No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. You even have "exotic scampi", and trout!



14



Would you like to have a salad with this? We have mixed or plain salads. The Chef's Salad comes with lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad. Oh, that'll be enough. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad?



15



Certainly.



16 16 16



Good choice! Of course, we have a very good one.



18 17 18



Yes, that'll be fine. You're celebrating a birthday, I see!



18 18 18



You should try a Bordeaux. Yes, that's a good idea. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert.



18



16 16 16



You have now all chosen your appetizers and entrees. The wine waiter comes and asks if you have also chosen the wine. We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. What do you suggest? Could we try one of your house wines?



17



All right. O.K., that'll be right up! No, just parsley and mayonnaise.



How would you like your steak? Rare, please. I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please?



16



Yes, and they are both very good.



14 14 14



Here are your entrees. This is for you, I think, and this is for you. Did I get it right? That's right. We need one more fork please. That's not what I ordered! Thank you. It looks good!
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Yes, I'll get you one. Sorry, that was for the next table! I hope you enjoy it!
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19



Is everything all right? Can I get you anything else? Yes, could we please have some more bread? Could I have some salt? My meat isn't cooked enough!



I'll bring you some. Yes! Let me send it back to the kitchen, then.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] alcohol appetizer to book to cancel course to decide dish to eat out French fries menu to order reservation restaurant starter today's special waiter well-done wine list



Sentence Pronunciation [57 sentence(s)] We called a few days ago to reserve a table. We reserved a table this morning. Could we have a table, please? Stevenson. Did we give your name, Pamela? It should be under Stevenson. Six altogether. There are six of us. Us four, plus another couple is coming. Yes, that's really good luck! All the other restaurants are full too! But is it a table for six? That's perfect. What a great view! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Yes, I think so! No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Well... I'm a little cold. Can I also give you my scarf? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. We'll have three gin and tonics and three orange juices. We haven't decided yet. What's today's special? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What's the soup of the day?
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And what is the flounder served with? You wouldn't have lobster, would you? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare? That's tempting. But I can't make up my mind. We can also choose "à la carte", can't we? Can I have French fries instead of spinach? I prefer fish. I love both. I'd like to have a local dish. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Can I get that with boiled potatoes? That's exactly what I had yesterday! No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. You even have "exotic scampi", and trout! Oh, that'll be enough. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad? Rare, please. I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please? We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. What do you suggest? Could we try one of your house wines? Yes, that's a good idea. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert. That's right. We need one more fork please. That's not what I ordered! Thank you. It looks good! Yes, could we please have some more bread? Could I have some salt? My meat isn't cooked enough!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [13 exercises] 1 spinach a tomato a potato a cauliflower a carrot a red onion



2 a carrot an onion a jacket potato a lettuce a cauliflower a cucumber
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3 a tomato a Brussels sprout a carrot a potato garlic



4 a salad a pineapple a cabbage garlic a pumpkin



5 a baked potato a fried tomato boiled spinach fresh lettuce steamed broccoli raw onion



6 beans a cauliflower garlic an asparagus a zucchini



7 green beans potatoes spinach red peppers carrots scallions
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8 a red pepper a chili garlic ginger parsley a pumpkin



9 an avocado a kiwi a banana a grapefruit a pomegranate a tangerine



10 an apple a peach an apricot a cherry an orange



11 a walnut a peanut garlic cheese a cashew nut



12 garlic a pepper a chili an onion a squash
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13 parsley spinach cabbage lettuce zucchini



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Your friends have invited you out to a restaurant to celebrate your birthday. You arrive at the restaurant: We called a few days ago to reserve a table. We reserved a table this morning. Could we have a table, please?



2



5 5 5



4 4 4



That's six then.



You're lucky, some people have just called to cancel their reservation; otherwise, the restaurant was full. Yes, that's really good luck! All the other restaurants are full too! But is it a table for six?



5



No, we gave yours. Stevenson.



For how many people? Six altogether. There are six of us. Us four, plus another couple is coming.



4



2 2 3



What's the name, please? Stevenson. Did we give your name, Pamela? It should be under Stevenson.



3



Yes.



5 5 5



Yes, it is.



Please come this way. Will this be all right, here by the window? That's perfect. What a great view! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Yes, I think so!
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6 7 6



6



Let me take your coats. No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Well... I'm a little cold. Can I also give you my scarf?



7



Ah! Here are your friends! And here are the menus and wine list. Would you like a cocktail to start with? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. We'll have three gin and tonics and three orange juices.



8



7 7 7



You'll warm up quickly. Yes, I'll take it.



No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



Can I take your order? 10 11 9



We haven't decided yet. What's today's special? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What's the soup of the day?



9



Cream of asparagus. And what is the flounder served with? You wouldn't have lobster, would you? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare?



10



Yes, we do. It's on the next page. No, it doesn't.



12 13 13



Yes, of course. Yes, that's possible.



12 13 15



Sirloin steak, with homemade mushroom sauce. That's tempting. But I can't make up my mind. We can also choose "à la carte", can't we? Can I have French fries instead of spinach?



11



8 8 8



What will you have as a main course? Do you prefer fish or meat? I prefer fish. I love both. I'd like to have a local dish.
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12



It's served with broccoli and mashed potatoes, but you can also have mixed vegetables: zucchini, green beans, carrots and peas, roast potatoes or stuffed eggplant. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Can I get that with boiled potatoes?



13



16 16 16



Certainly.



16 16 16



You have now all chosen your appetizers and entrees. The wine waiter comes and asks if you have also chosen the wine. We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. What do you suggest? Could we try one of your house wines?



17



All right. O.K., that'll be right up! No, just parsley and mayonnaise.



How would you like your steak? Rare, please. I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please?



16



Yes, and they are both very good.



14 14 14



Would you like to have a salad with this? We have mixed or plain salads. The Chef's Salad comes with lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad. Oh, that'll be enough. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad?



15



Yes, you can.



How about grilled salmon with capers, or turbot cooked in white wine and served with a creamy tomato sauce. That's exactly what I had yesterday! No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. You even have "exotic scampi", and trout!



14



14 14 14



Good choice! Of course, we have a very good one.



18 17 18



Yes, that'll be fine. You're celebrating a birthday, I see!



18 18 18



You should try a Bordeaux. Yes, that's a good idea. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert.
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Here are your entrees. This is for you, I think, and this is for you. Did I get it right? That's right. We need one more fork please. That's not what I ordered! Thank you. It looks good!



19



Yes, I'll get you one. Sorry, that was for the next table! I hope you enjoy it!



Is everything all right? Can I get you anything else? Yes, could we please have some more bread? Could I have some salt? My meat isn't cooked enough!



I'll bring you some. Yes! Let me send it back to the kitchen, then.



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



Fully booked means all the restaurant tables are reserved. Empty Closed for redecoration Packed like sardines Compound adjectives Use of the past participle as an adjective



2



Baked potatoes are cooked in the oven. Boiled Hash browns Cubed Sautéed Mashed Use of the past participle as an adjective



3



Garlic protects you from vampires. Broccoli Eggplant Parsley Spinach



4



Ripe tomatoes are not green. lettuce green peppers cucumbers parsley broccoli



5



The main course comes after the starters. dessert cheese tray soup cocktails check
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Word Association [4 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. full great next tempting perfect plain



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. couple luck way view starter dish



3



pair chance direction panorama appetizer plate



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. local enough pleasant separate mixed main



4



booked up fantastic following appetizing faultless ordinary



regional sufficient agreeable apart assorted principal



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. cancel love take back arrive finish suggest



confirm hate give leave start dissuade



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



Bj



boiled oil



aw



sprouts trout house sounds



A



scarf starter garlic
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U



could full wouldn't cooked







reserved served turkey dessert perfect service



Q



special shrimp fish dish finish delicious



D



another other with there these



dZ



gin spinach strange ginger



b



table lobster bottles bread birthday banana strawberry verbena



f



four fireplace prefer enough flavors coffee



d



today's salad medium ordered dream food



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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Different meanings of 'all'
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Grammar Practice [5 exercises] 1



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: to go



went



to pay



paid



to watch



watched



to do



did



to meet



met



to drink



drank



to fall



fell



Construction of the preterite



2



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: to go



went



to cry



cried



to eat



ate



to fly



flew



to have



had



to cook



cooked



to taste



tasted



Construction of the preterite
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to eat)



I'd have eaten



he (to come)



he'd have come he would have come



you (to enjoy)



you'd have enjoyed you would have enjoyed



it (to taste)



it would have tasted



we (to order)



we'd have ordered we would have ordered



she (to wait)



she'd have waited she would have waited



Tony (to prepare)



Tony would have prepared



The perfect conditional Auxiliaries Transitive and intransitive verbs



4



Use of the past participle as an adjective



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to eat)



I'd have eaten



I (to get)



I'd have gotten I would have gotten I'd have got I would have got



he (to have)



he'd have had he would have had



they (to drink)



they'd have drunk they would have drunk



Sam (to go)



Sam would have gone



we (to make)



we'd have made we would have made



she (to wear)



she'd have worn she would have worn



The perfect conditional
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Auxiliaries



Use of the past participle as an adjective
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5



Give the past participle of the following verbs. Example: (to break) wineglass



a broken wineglass



a (to reserve) table



a reserved table



a (to cook) meal



a cooked meal



a (to heat) plate



a heated plate



a (to warm up) soup



a warmed up soup a warmed-up soup



a (to spice) dish



a spiced dish



(to salt) fish



salted fish



Use of the past participle as an adjective



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



You have invited some friends out to a restaurant to celebrate your birthday. You arrive at the restaurant: Good evening. I called a few days ago to book a table. What's the name, please? Did we give your name, Pamela? No, we gave yours. Stevenson. Yes, please come this way. Will you be all right here by the window? That's fine, thank you. Use of the past participle as an adjective The main postpositions Construction of the preterite Use of the preterite Transitive and intransitive verbs



2



Could we have a table, please? For how many people? Us four, plus another couple coming. That's six then . You're lucky, some people have just called to cancel their reservation, otherwise , the restaurant was full. All the other restaurants are full too ! Modal auxiliaries
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'How much' - 'How many'



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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Ah! here are your friends! And here are the menus and wine lists. Would you like an aperitif to start with ? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one, Brenda? No thanks, I never drink alcohol. Can I take your order? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What will you have as a main course? Do you prefer fish or meat? I'd like to have a local dish. We don't really have any specialties. 'Here' - 'There'



4



Adverbs of time



'Ever' - 'Never'



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'



'Some' - 'Any'



Would you like to have a salad with this? We have mixed or plain salads. The chef's salad comes with lettuce, spring onions , green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado , apple and nut salad. Plain salad with lettuce and oil and vinegar dressing. French salad dressing, yes. You have now all chosen your starters and main courses. The wine waiter comes and asks if you have also chosen the wine. Could we try one of your house wines ? Of course, we have a very good one. Use of the past participle as an adjective



5



We'd prefer to have some Riesling. You should try a Bordeaux . Yes, that's a good idea . We'll have that, yes, and champagne with the dessert . You're celebrating a birthday , I see! Verbs: reactions and preferences



6



Verbs without a continuous form



Expression of preference



Is everything all right? Do you need anything else? Yes, could we have some more bread ? Could I have some salt? I'll bring you some.
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Sentence Practice [12 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to be) ordering the prime rib.



I am ordering the prime rib.



He (to be) sitting next to the fireplace.



He is sitting next to the fireplace. He's sitting next to the fireplace.



They (to be) coming over for dinner.



They are coming over for dinner. They're coming over for dinner.



(To be) you eating lobster again?



Are you eating lobster again?



The present continuous



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to be) ordering the prime rib.



I'm ordering the prime rib.



We (to be) tempted by the grilled salmon.



We're tempted by the grilled salmon. We are tempted by the grilled salmon.



They (to be) having turkey with fried potatoes.



They're having turkey with fried potatoes. They are having turkey with fried potatoes.



He (to be) always getting the local dish.



He's always getting the local dish. He is always getting the local dish.



The present continuous



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to be) ordering the prime rib.



I'm ordering the prime rib.



We (to be) not having champagne with dessert.



We're not having champagne with dessert.



(To be) she paying for her meal separately?



Is she paying for her meal separately?



They (to be) getting hungry studying this lesson!



They're getting hungry studying this lesson!



The present continuous
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I have a table for two. They have good desserts here.



Do they have good desserts here?



The children have smaller portions.



Do the children have smaller portions?



He has a fork and a knife.



Does he have a fork and a knife? Does he have a knife and a fork? Does he have a knife and fork? Does he have a fork and knife?



The verb 'to have'



5



Do you have a table for two?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have the Chef's salad today.



We don't have the Chef's salad today.



They have the best apple pie in Texas.



They don't have the best apple pie in Texas.



He had the flounder with mixed vegetables yesterday.



He didn't have the flounder with mixed vegetables yesterday.



You have a gold credit card!



You don't have a gold credit card!



The verb 'to have'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I have enough bread.



I have got enough bread.



I haven't enough salt on my French fries.



I haven't got enough salt on my French fries. I have not got enough salt on my French fries.



She has two icecubes in her martini.



She has got two icecubes in her martini. She's got two icecubes in her martini.



We both have spicy entrees.



We both have got spicy entrees. We have both got spicy entrees. We've both got spicy entrees.



The verb 'to have'
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7



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Did you go to the restaurant? (yes) Did he pay with cash? (no)



No, he didn't pay with cash.



Did she eat an appetizer? (yes)



Yes, she ate an appetizer.



Did they enjoy the banana delight. (no)



No, they didn't enjoy the banana delight.



The negative form



8



Use of the preterite



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Did you go to the restaurant? (yes)



Yes, I went to the restaurant.



Did the children finish their vegetables? (no)



No, the children didn't finish their vegetables. No, they didn't finish their vegetables.



Did you really meet her at a Dairy King? (yes)



Yes, I really met her at a Dairy King. Yes, I met her at a Dairy King.



Did we buy ketchup? (yes)



Yes, we bought ketchup.



The negative form



9



Yes, I went to the restaurant.



Use of the preterite



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: I'll have two donuts to go too.



I'll have two donuts to go as well.



She also ordered her steak well-done.



She ordered her steak well-done as well.



They, too, have been to a three-star restaurant.



They've been to a three-star restaurant as well. They have been to a three-star restaurant as well.



We'd like some cream and also some sugar.



We'd like some cream and some sugar as well. We would like some cream and some sugar as well.



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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10



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. We should complain to the manager.



Who should we complain to?



The chef is shouting at the busboy.



Who is the chef shouting at?



He served the entrees to the wrong table.



Who did he serve the entrees to?



Interrogative words



11



Who are you ordering ice cream for?



Final prepositions



Modal auxiliaries



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: that's / we ordered / all



That's all we ordered.



the dishes / fries / come with / all



All the dishes come with fries. The dishes all come with fries.



we / spicy food / like / all



We like all spicy food. We all like spicy food.



have / tried / you / them / all



Have you tried them all? Have you all tried them?



Different meanings of 'all'



12



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: that's / we ordered / all



That's all we ordered.



the boys / finished / their / broccoli / all



All the boys finished their broccoli. The boys finished all their broccoli. The boys all finished their broccoli.



this diner / non-smoking / is / all



This diner is all non-smoking.



Americans / on Thanksgiving / eat / turkey / all



All Americans eat turkey on Thanksgiving. Americans all eat turkey on Thanksgiving.



Different meanings of 'all'
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



I called a week ago to book a table. What's the name, please? Jackson. Will you be all right here by the open window? That's fine. It's too warm to be near the fireplace. Let me take your coats. Use of the preterite 'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago' Direct and indirect questions The affirmative imperative 'To let' Auxiliaries



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



Shall we have a cocktail to start with? Yes, we'll have two gin and tonics. I'd like a vodka and orange juice. What would you like? Nothing, thanks. I don't drink alcohol. On second thought, I'll take a ginger ale. 'Shall' 'Would like': expressing wishes Use of the present conditional



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



Construction of the present conditional



Can I take your order? We haven't chosen yet. What's today's special? It's sirloin, with a homemade asparagus sauce. Do you have any boiled potatoes, or just fries? You can have either. Direct and indirect questions



'Still' - 'Yet'



'Yet' - 'Not yet'



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



I called to reserve a table I called to reserve a table for four



2



fortunately, fortunately,



3



we would we would like



for



four



we've just had a last-minute cancellation we've just had a last-minute cancellation



like to be near the to be near the window



'Would like': expressing wishes Use of the present conditional
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window



Construction of the present conditional
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4



I don't think we'll bother with I don't think we'll bother with cocktails



5



is there anything on tonight's menu you would recommend? is there anything on tonight's menu you would recommend?



6



today's special is the Chef's Salad with French today's special is the Chef's Salad with French dressing



7



Brussels sprouts or broccoli don't thrill Brussels sprouts or broccoli don't thrill me



8



we would we would like



like our steaks very well our steaks very well done



'Would like': expressing wishes



9



cocktails



two bottles of two bottles of the



dressing.



me



done



Use of the present conditional



the house red, please house red, please



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Your friends have invited you out to a restaurant to celebrate your birthday. You arrive at the restaurant: We called a few days ago to reserve a table. We reserved a table this morning. Could we have a table, please? I prefer fish. Well... I'm a little cold. Yes, that's really good luck! No, I'll keep mine, thank you. My meat isn't cooked enough!
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Yes.



2 2 3



You'll warm up quickly.



Let me send it back to the kitchen, then.
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What's the name, please? Stevenson. It should be under Stevenson. Did we give your name, Pamela? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? No, I won't have any after all. And what's this "Almond Dream"? The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I prefer fish.



3



No, I haven't! I prefer the "Banana Delight".



That's six then. Yes, we do. It's on the next page. Yes, I'll take it. That's because we had so many people tonight! Sorry! Oh sorry! Please take your time!



4 4 4



You're lucky, some people have just called to cancel their reservation; otherwise, the restaurant was full. Yes, that's really good luck! All the other restaurants are full too! But is it a table for six? Can I get that with boiled potatoes? Could we have three separate checks, please? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? Make it three verbena and two mint teas. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please.



5



No, we gave yours. Stevenson. No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



For how many people? Six altogether. There are six of us. Us four, plus another couple is coming. You wouldn't have lobster, would you? Can I also give you my scarf? The food was good, but the service was a bit slow...



4



5 5



Yes, it is. Yes, you can. Yes, that's no problem. No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



5 5 5



Please come this way. Will this be all right, here by the window? That's perfect. What a great view! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Yes, I think so! We reserved a table this morning. If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please? No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato.
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Yes, I know, but that's all we have.



No, I'm afraid we don't. Certainly.
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6



Let me take your coats. No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Well... I'm a little cold. Can I also give you my scarf? Could I have some salt? That's right. We need one more fork please. We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. I really shouldn't! We reserved a table this morning.



7



Ah! Here are your friends! And here are the menus and wine list. Would you like a cocktail to start with? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. We'll have three gin and tonics and three orange juices. Rare, please. Yes, we'll all have coffee. And what's this "Almond Dream"? Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please.



8



No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



8 8 8



Can I take your order? We haven't decided yet. What's today's special? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What's the soup of the day? Yes, could we please have some more bread? Rare, please. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Can I get that with boiled potatoes? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too!



9



7 7 7



You'll warm up quickly. Yes, I'll take it. Yes! Yes, I'll get you one. Good choice!



10 11 9 I'll bring you some.



Yes, you can. All right.



Cream of asparagus. And what is the flounder served with? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare? You wouldn't have lobster, would you? I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. No, I haven't! I prefer the "Banana Delight".
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No, it doesn't. Yes, we do. It's on the next page.



Oh sorry! Please take your time!
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10



Sirloin steak, with homemade mushroom sauce. That's tempting. But I can't make up my mind. We can also choose "à la carte", can't we? Can I have French fries instead of spinach? Stevenson. Could I have some salt? No, that'll be enough, thank you. Did we give your name, Pamela? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda?



11



Yes! No, we gave yours. Stevenson. No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



What will you have as a main course? Do you prefer fish or meat? I prefer fish. I love both. I'd like to have a local dish. Make it three verbena and two mint teas. Six altogether. That's perfect. What a great view! How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". I prefer the "Banana Delight".



12



12 13 15



Yes, of course. Yes, that's possible.



We don't really have any specialties.



13 13 13



It's served with broccoli and mashed potatoes, but you can also have mixed vegetables: zucchini, green beans, carrots and peas, roast potatoes or stuffed eggplant. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Can I get that with boiled potatoes? Make it three verbena and two mint teas. Could I have some salt? We had a very good meal, thank you. Yes, we'll all have coffee. That's perfect. What a great view!
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14 14 14



Yes, you can. Yes! You're welcome! Goodbye!
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14



How about grilled salmon with capers, or turbot cooked in white wine and served with a creamy tomato sauce. That's exactly what I had yesterday! No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. You even have "exotic scampi", and trout! Yes, it was very good. My meat isn't cooked enough!



Yes, and they are both very good.



It should be under Stevenson. Could we have three separate checks, please? The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please.



Yes, that's no problem.



Let me send it back to the kitchen, then.



Would you like to have a salad with this? We have mixed or plain salads. The Chef's Salad comes with lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad? Oh, that'll be enough. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We called a few days ago to reserve a table. Yes, we'll all have coffee. Yes, it was very good. Make it three verbena and two mint teas.



15



14 14



O.K., that'll be right up! No, just parsley and mayonnaise. All right. Yes, that'll be fine. Yes.



16 16



How would you like your steak? Rare, please. I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please? I'd like to have a local dish. Yes, we'll all have coffee. I think we're all quite satisfied. We had a very good meal, thank you. Do you have herb tea?
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16



You have now all chosen your appetizers and entrees. The wine waiter comes and asks if you have also chosen the wine. We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. What do you suggest? Could we try one of your house wines? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! It should be under Stevenson. My meat isn't cooked enough! Can I have French fries instead of spinach?



17



Of course, we have a very good one. No, I'm afraid we don't.



18 17 18



Let me send it back to the kitchen, then. Yes, that's possible.



You should try a Bordeaux. Yes, that's a good idea. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert. Raspberry... That sounds good! Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have? What's the soup of the day? No, I haven't! Could we have a table, please?



18



Good choice!



Yes, that'll be fine. You're celebrating a birthday, I see!



18 18 18



Oh sorry! Please take your time!



Here are your entrees. This is for you, I think, and this is for you. Did I get it right? That's right. We need one more fork please. That's not what I ordered! Thank you. It looks good! These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, I won't have any after all. Yes, that's really good luck! Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have? But is it a table for six?
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Yes, it is.
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19



Is everything all right? Can I get you anything else? Yes, could we please have some more bread? Could I have some salt? My meat isn't cooked enough! Six altogether. Us four, plus another couple is coming. That's a perfect birthday treat! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Can I also give you my scarf?



I'll bring you some. Yes! Let me send it back to the kitchen, then. That's six then. Yes, I know, but that's all we have. Yes, I'll take it.



Mystery Phrase [16 exercises] 1



The anniversary of a person's birth. birthday



2



An opening at the base of a chimney for a fire. fireplace



3



A cloth worn around the neck or over the head. scarf



4



An alcoholic drink taken before a meal. cocktail



5



The first course of a meal. starter



6



To get ready. prepare



7



As a substitute or equivalent, in place of. instead



8



To like better. prefer



9



A food prepared in a particular way. dish



10



To fill. stuff



11



A pink fish found in Scotland. salmon
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Animal tissue used as food. meat



13



Fermented grape juice, an alcoholic drink. wine



14



An ingredient that gives flavor. salt



15



A room with cooking facilities. kitchen



16



Vampires hate this. garlic



Desserts (17 activity (ies) 01:08:19) Keywords [17 word(s)] check dessert dinner drink grilled guest to hesitate (v.) ice cream lunchtime main course pastry to prefer (v.) rare salad dressing soft-drink to suggest (v.) to taste (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Have you finished? Yes, it was very good. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I haven't!
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2



Would you care for some cheese now? What do you have? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! No, thank you. We'll just have dessert.



3



3 3 4



No, I'm afraid we don't.



I'll bring the cheese tray. The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I'll have a small portion of the goat cheese. No, I won't have any after all.



4



We have some delicious chocolate cake, pastries, pear or plum tarts, ice cream and sherbet, or the house specialty: "Banana Delight". What's that? It sounds exotic! Do you have fruit salad? Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have?



5



4 4 4



No, we're out of it. I'm sorry.



It's a sort of banana cream cake, topped with meringue. 6 8 8



And what's this "Almond Dream"? I really shouldn't! That's a perfect birthday treat!



6



Puff pastry with layers of almond cream. 8 8 8



That sounds delicious! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! I prefer the "Banana Delight".



7



5 8 7



We have vanilla, chocolate, caramel, strawberry, raspberry, mango, pistachio and tutti-frutti. How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". Raspberry... That sounds good! Can I have a scoop of strawberry and one of mango?
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8 8 8



Yes, whatever you like!
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8



Would you care for anything else? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, that'll be enough, thank you. I think we're all quite satisfied.



9



Yes.



11 11 10



We have chamomile, mint, orange blossom, lime or verbena tea. Make it three verbena and two mint teas. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check?



11



I'm glad you enjoyed your meal.



9 9 9



Would you like some coffee? Yes, we'll all have coffee. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. Do you have herb tea?



10



All right.



11 11 11



Yes. Of course.



Here's the check. We hope you enjoyed your dinner. The food was good, but the service was a bit slow... Could we have three separate checks, please? We had a very good meal, thank you.



That's because we had so many people tonight! Sorry! Yes, that's no problem. You're welcome! Goodbye!



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] check dessert dinner drink grilled guest to hesitate ice cream lunchtime main course pastry to prefer rare salad dressing soft-drink to suggest to taste
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Sentence Pronunciation [33 sentence(s)] Yes, it was very good. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I haven't! What do you have? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! No, thank you. We'll just have dessert. The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I'll have a small portion of the goat cheese. No, I won't have any after all. What's that? It sounds exotic! Do you have fruit salad? Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have? And what's this "Almond Dream"? I really shouldn't! That's a perfect birthday treat! That sounds delicious! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! I prefer the "Banana Delight". How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". Raspberry... That sounds good! Can I have a scoop of strawberry and one of mango? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, that'll be enough, thank you. I think we're all quite satisfied. Yes, we'll all have coffee. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. Do you have herb tea? Make it three verbena and two mint teas. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check? The food was good, but the service was a bit slow... Could we have three separate checks, please? We had a very good meal, thank you.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a chocolate cake a plum tart almond paste a strawberry sherbet an apple pie
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2 an ice cream a meringue a pastry a fruit salad cheese



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Have you finished? Yes, it was very good. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I haven't!



2



Would you care for some cheese now? What do you have? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! No, thank you. We'll just have dessert.



3



Oh sorry! Please take your time!



3 3 4



No, I'm afraid we don't.



I'll bring the cheese tray. 4 4 4



The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I'll have a small portion of the goat cheese. No, I won't have any after all.



4



We have some delicious chocolate cake, pastries, pear or plum tarts, ice cream and sherbet, or the house specialty: "Banana Delight". What's that? It sounds exotic! Do you have fruit salad? Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have?



5



2 2 2



No, we're out of it. I'm sorry.



5 8 7



It's a sort of banana cream cake, topped with meringue. 6 8 8



And what's this "Almond Dream"? I really shouldn't! That's a perfect birthday treat!
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6



Puff pastry with layers of almond cream. 8 8 8



That sounds delicious! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! I prefer the "Banana Delight".



7



We have vanilla, chocolate, caramel, strawberry, raspberry, mango, pistachio and tutti-frutti. How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". Raspberry... That sounds good! Can I have a scoop of strawberry and one of mango?



8



I'm glad you enjoyed your meal.



9 9 9



Yes.



11 11 10



We have chamomile, mint, orange blossom, lime or verbena tea. Make it three verbena and two mint teas. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check?



11



All right.



Would you like some coffee? Yes, we'll all have coffee. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. Do you have herb tea?



10



Yes, whatever you like!



Would you care for anything else? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, that'll be enough, thank you. I think we're all quite satisfied.



9



8 8 8



11 11 11



Yes. Of course.



Here's the check. We hope you enjoyed your dinner. The food was good, but the service was a bit slow... Could we have three separate checks, please? We had a very good meal, thank you.
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That's because we had so many people tonight! Sorry! Yes, that's no problem. You're welcome! Goodbye!
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The Right Word with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



Pistachio ice cream is green. Tangerine Orange Raspberry Chocolate Melon



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. cold near strange glad full



warm far normal sad empty



Phonetics Exercise [1 phoneme(s)]



i



we're cream near please beans three



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of the preterite



2



Final prepositions
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Give the past participle of the following verbs. Example: a (to break) wineglass



a broken wineglass



a (to sweeten) soft-drink



a sweetened soft-drink a sweetened soft drink



(to thicken) cream



thickened cream



(to charcoal-broil) hamburgers



charcoal-broiled hamburgers



(to barbecue) spare-ribs



barbecued spare-ribs



(to home-bake) apple pie



home-baked apple pie



(to roast) marshmallows



roasted marshmallows



Use of the past participle as an adjective



Fill-in-the-Blanks [2 exercises] 1



Have you finished ? My meat isn't cooked enough. Let me take it back to the kitchen then. Would you care for some cheese now? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola , yes. I'll bring the cheese tray . Use of the present perfect



2



Use of the past participle as an adjective



We have some delicious chocolate cake, pastries, pear or plum tart, fruit salad and sherbets... Or the chef's specialty : "Banana Delight." What's that? It sounds strange . It's a sort of banana cake with cream, topped with meringue. That must be delicious! That's a perfect birthday treat. Use of the past participle as an adjective
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Strong probability using 'must'



Modal auxiliaries
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Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: It's my car.



It's mine.



That is his strawberry sherbert.



That is his. That's his.



This is Jennifer's dish.



This is hers.



It is the Jeffersons' house.



It is theirs. It's theirs.



Possessive pronouns



2



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: It's my car.



It's mine.



Is that my mint tea?



Is that mine?



Is this our check?



Is this ours?



This is their reserved table.



This is theirs.



Possessive pronouns



3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: I'll have the banana cream cake too.



I'll also have the banana cream cake.



He wants the house specialty too.



He also wants the house specialty.



The French dine late as well.



The French also dine late.



We'd like some white wine too.



We'd also like some white wine.



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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Nationalities: capital letters
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4



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: I'm ordering ice cream for the kids.



Who are you ordering the ice cream for?



She is eating with Samantha.



Who is she eating with? Who's she eating with?



They are making a meringue pie for mom's birthday.



What are they making a meringue pie for? Who are they making a meringue pie for?



I'm talking about great food!



What are you talking about?



Interrogative words



Final prepositions



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



What wine would you like with your meal? What do you suggest? You should try a Bordeaux. We'll have two bottles of that, and champagne with the dessert. Are you celebrating a birthday? No, we just like to eat well. 'Would like': expressing wishes



Use of the present conditional



Direct and indirect questions



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



I'm I'm



2



what flavors of ice cream do you what flavors of ice cream do you have?



3



order me an order me an extra



4



I don't think I've ever tasted anything as I don't think I've ever tasted anything as good as this



going to have cheese instead of a going to have cheese instead of a dessert



extra chocolate chocolate mousse,



Use of the present perfect
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dessert.



have?



mousse, if you don't if you don't want anything



Adverbs of time



good as



want



anything



this



'Ever' - 'Never'
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5



The food was excellent, it's a shame the service was The food was excellent, it's a shame the service was so poor



so poor.



Uncountable nouns which may take 'a'



6



what a wonderful and very reasonably priced what a wonderful and very reasonably priced meal!



meal!



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Have you finished? Yes, it was very good. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I haven't! Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. There are six of us. Yes, that's really good luck! Stevenson. That's exactly what I had yesterday!



2



Would you care for some cheese now? What do you have? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! No, thank you. We'll just have dessert. Yes, we'll all have coffee. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check? Us four, plus another couple is coming. Could we try one of your house wines?



3



Oh sorry! Please take your time!



2 2 2



3 3 4



No, I'm afraid we don't.



O.K., that'll be right up! Yes. Of course. That's six then. Of course, we have a very good one.



I'll bring the cheese tray. The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I'll have a small portion of the goat cheese. No, I won't have any after all. But is it a table for six? Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. We had a very good meal, thank you. Could I have some salt? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare?
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4 4 4 Yes, it is. You're welcome! Goodbye! Yes! No, it doesn't.
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4



We have some delicious chocolate cake, pastries, pear or plum tarts, ice cream and sherbet, or the house specialty: "Banana Delight". What's that? It sounds exotic! Do you have fruit salad? Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have? I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Yes, we'll all have coffee. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Could I have it well done, please?



5



Certainly.



6 8 8



You're celebrating a birthday, I see!



Puff pastry with layers of almond cream. That sounds delicious! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! I prefer the "Banana Delight". If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! Yes, we'll all have coffee. We called a few days ago to reserve a table. Us four, plus another couple is coming. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad?



7



5 8 7



It's a sort of banana cream cake, topped with meringue. And what's this "Almond Dream"? I really shouldn't! That's a perfect birthday treat! There are six of us. I like it medium rare. What do you have? We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert. What's the soup of the day?



6



No, we're out of it. I'm sorry.



8 8 8 No, I'm afraid we don't. Yes. That's six then. No, just parsley and mayonnaise.



We have vanilla, chocolate, caramel, strawberry, raspberry, mango, pistachio and tutti-frutti. How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". Raspberry... That sounds good! Can I have a scoop of strawberry and one of mango? Yes, it was very good. That's perfect. What a great view! Could we have three separate checks, please? Can I have French fries instead of spinach? We would have liked to be near the fireplace!
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8 8 8



Yes, whatever you like!



Yes, that's no problem. Yes, that's possible. Yes, I know, but that's all we have.
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8



Would you care for anything else? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, that'll be enough, thank you. I think we're all quite satisfied. No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Us four, plus another couple is coming. I love both. Could we have a table, please? I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me.



9



That's six then.



11 11 10



Yes.



Of course, we have a very good one. Yes!



We have chamomile, mint, orange blossom, lime or verbena tea. Make it three verbena and two mint teas. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check? And what is the flounder served with? What do you have? It should be under Stevenson. Stevenson. Yes, could we please have some more bread?



11



I'm glad you enjoyed your meal.



9 9 9



Would you like some coffee? Yes, we'll all have coffee. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. Do you have herb tea? No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. We reserved a table this morning. Could we try one of your house wines? Could I have some salt? What do you have?



10



All right.



11 11 11



Yes. Of course.



I'll bring you some.



Here's the check. We hope you enjoyed your dinner. The food was good, but the service was a bit slow... Could we have three separate checks, please? We had a very good meal, thank you. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. And what is the flounder served with? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. That's not what I ordered!
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That's because we had so many people tonight! Sorry! Yes, that's no problem. You're welcome! Goodbye!



Sorry, that was for the next table!
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Mystery Phrase [4 exercises] 1



A course of fruit, pastry or ice cream served at the end of a meal. dessert



2



A water ice dessert. sherbet



3



Flowers that grow on trees in spring. blossom



4



Strawberry, vanilla, banana are all ... of ice cream. flavors



Welcoming Clients (14 activity (ies) 01:36:21) Keywords [13 word(s)] a lot of busy customer to expect (v.) meeting seat to take (v.) to talk (v.) today vice president welcome work you're welcome



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello. I'm Mrs. Tina Catona from Catona Computers. 2 2 2



Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona?



2



I would like to speak to Mr. Ryan, the Vice President. 3 3



Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you?
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3



No, I don't have an appointment. O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please.



4



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



4 4 4



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today? Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today.



5



5 5 5



He's very busy. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now.



6



Is Mr. Ryan free now? Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now.



7



6 6 6



Great. Great. Great.



7 7 7



Is his office on the left of the corridor? 8 8 8



On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left.



8



Thank you. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure.



Word Pronunciation [13 word(s)] a lot of busy customer
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to expect meeting seat to take to talk today vice president welcome work you're welcome



Sentence Pronunciation [23 sentence(s)] Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona? Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you? O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please. Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now. Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now. On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 an office a corridor a meeting a computer a vice president
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2 a meeting a corridor a seat a computer a vice president



3 a corridor a meeting a computer a vice president an appointment



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello. I'm Mrs. Tina Catona from Catona Computers. 2 2 2



Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona?



2



I would like to speak to Mr. Ryan, the Vice President. 3 3



Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you?



3



No, I don't have an appointment. O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please.



4



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



4 4 4



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today? 5 5 5



Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today.
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5



He's very busy. 6 6 6



Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now.



6



Is Mr. Ryan free now? Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now.



7



Great. Great. Great.



7 7 7



Is his office on the left of the corridor? On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left.



8



8 8 8



Thank you. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure.



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Is he expecting you? Are Am The verb 'to be' Questions without interrogative words



2



Is Mr. Ryan free now? Are Am The verb 'to be' Questions without interrogative words



3



He is speaking to clients now. are am The verb 'to be' The present continuous
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Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. busy left



free right



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The verb 'to have'
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2



The plural



3



Questions without interrogative words
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Grammar Practice [8 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: he (to have)



he has



I (to have)



I have



you (to have)



you have



she (to have)



she has



it (to have)



it has



we (to have)



we have



they (to have)



they have



The verb 'to have'
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2



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I have you have



you do not have you don't have



he has



he does not have he doesn't have



they have



they do not have they don't have



it has



it does not have it doesn't have



we have



we do not have we don't have



she has



she does not have she doesn't have



The negative form



3



I do not have



The verb 'to have'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I don't have



I have



you don't have



you have



she doesn't have



she has



they don't have



they have



it doesn't have



it has



we don't have



we have



he doesn't have



he has



The verb 'to have'
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4



Make the following phrases plural. Example: a customer



customers



a meeting



meetings



a client



clients



an appointment



appointments



a corridor



corridors



an office



offices



a vice president



vice presidents



The plural



5



Make the following phrases singular. Example: meetings



a meeting



appointments



an appointment



clients



a client



offices



an office



corridors



a corridor



customers



a customer



vice presidents



a vice president



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



6



Make the following phrases plural. Example: the client



the clients



the meeting



the meetings



the corridor



the corridors



the appointment



the appointments



the vice president



the vice presidents



the office



the offices



the customer



the customers



The plural
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7



Conjugate as in the example. Example: he waits I speak



I'm speaking I am speaking



you talk



you're talking you are talking



she meets



she's meeting she is meeting



it helps



it's helping it is helping



we expect



we're expecting we are expecting



they wait



they're waiting they are waiting



The present continuous



8



he's waiting



The simple present and the present continuous



Conjugate as in the example. Example: he is waiting



he waits



I am talking



I talk



you are helping



you help



she is expecting



she expects



it is waiting



it waits



we are speaking



we speak



they are meeting



they meet



The simple present and the present continuous
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Sentence Practice [12 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan (to talk) to a customer now.



Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now.



He (to meet) customers now.



He is meeting customers now. He's meeting customers now.



I (to speak) to Mr. Ryan.



I am speaking to Mr. Ryan. I'm speaking to Mr. Ryan.



She (to talk) to Mrs. Catona.



She is talking to Mrs. Catona. She's talking to Mrs. Catona.



The present continuous



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan (to talk) to a customer now.



Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now.



You (to meet) customers now.



You are meeting customers now. You're meeting customers now.



They (to wait) for Mrs. Catona.



They are waiting for Mrs. Catona. They're waiting for Mrs. Catona.



We (to speak) to clients.



We are speaking to clients. We're speaking to clients.



The present continuous
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan (to talk) to a customer now.



Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now.



The Vice President (to expect) Mrs. Catona.



The Vice President is expecting Mrs. Catona. The Vice President's expecting Mrs. Catona.



I (to talk) to a client.



I am talking to a client. I'm talking to a client.



She (to meet) customers.



She is meeting customers. She's meeting customers.



The present continuous



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: free? / Mr. Ryan / is / now



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



busy / Mr. Ryan / now? / is



Is Mr. Ryan busy now?



expecting / you? / he / is



Is he expecting you?



the left? / is / on / it



Is it on the left?



The verb 'to be'



5



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: free? / Mr. Ryan / is / now



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



you / busy / now? / are



Are you busy now?



she / is / you? / expecting



Is she expecting you?



is / on / it / right? / the



Is it on the right?



The verb 'to be'



Questions without interrogative words
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan is free now. He is meeting clients now.



Is he meeting clients now?



You are waiting for Mr. Ryan.



Are you waiting for Mr. Ryan?



His office is at the end of the corridor.



Is his office at the end of the corridor?



The verb 'to be'



7



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan is free now. You are free now.



Are you free now?



The office is on the right.



Is the office on the right?



The Vice President is speaking to customers.



Is the Vice President speaking to customers?



The verb 'to be'



8



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He is expecting you.



Is he expecting you?



They are meeting clients now.



Are they meeting clients now?



She's speaking to the Vice President.



Is she speaking to the Vice President?



We're waiting for customers.



Are we waiting for customers?



The verb 'to be'



Questions without interrogative words
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9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He is expecting you. You're talking to customers.



Are you talking to customers?



They're waiting in his office.



Are they waiting in his office?



He is meeting clients.



Is he meeting clients?



The verb 'to be'



10



Is he expecting you?



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan has a lot of work today. He has a lot of appointments today.



Does he have a lot of appointments today?



Mr. Ryan has a lot of time today.



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of time today?



He has a lot of meetings.



Does he have a lot of meetings?



Questions without interrogative words



11



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan has a lot of work today.



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today?



She has a lot of time today.



Does she have a lot of time today?



She has a lot of meetings today.



Does she have a lot of meetings today?



She has a lot of clients.



Does she have a lot of clients?



Questions without interrogative words
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Auxiliaries
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12



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan has a lot of work today.



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today?



Mrs. Catona has a lot of meetings today.



Does Mrs. Catona have a lot of meetings today?



The Vice President talks to clients.



Does the Vice President talk to clients?



Mrs. Catona speaks to the Vice President.



Does Mrs. Catona speak to the Vice President?



Questions without interrogative words



Auxiliaries



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



To expect. To have. Today. Busy. A client. A customer.



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



Meeting. Waiting. Talking. Free. Right. Left. The present continuous



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello. I'm Mrs. Tina Catona from Catona Computers. 2 2 2



Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona? Yes, he's meeting with customers now. On the right, at the end of the corridor. Where is his office, please? You're welcome. No, I do not have an appointment.
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I would like to speak to Mr. Ryan, the Vice President. 3 3



Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you? O.K., I can wait. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. No thanks, I don't drink coffee. You're welcome.



3



No, I don't have an appointment. O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please. My pleasure. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. You're welcome. I would like to see Mr. Adams, please. No thanks, I don't drink coffee.



4



4 4 4



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today? Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today. Thank you. On the right side of the corridor? At the end of the corridor on the right? No, it's the room on the right. I have an appointment.



5



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



5 5 5 No, it isn't. No, it isn't.



He's very busy. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. My pleasure. Can I help you, ma'am? At the end of the corridor on the right?
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Is Mr. Ryan free now? Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Is it on the right? No thanks, I don't drink coffee. Thank you. At the end of the corridor on the right?



7



Great. Great. Great.



7 7 7



No, it isn't.



No, it isn't.



Is his office on the left of the corridor? 8 8 8



On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left. I have an appointment. No, I do not have an appointment. O.K., I can wait. Can I help you, ma'am? Thank you.



8



Thank you. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Can I speak to Mr. Adams, please? No thanks, I don't drink coffee. I would like to see Mr. Adams, please. No, I do not have an appointment.
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